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Council Gets Nod
On Dead Day Plan

A lengthy, on-again, riff-again all classes will end at 10 p.m. Wed-sruggle by SJS Student Councils nesday, with Thursday fiee of
to establish a "dead day" before classes except for finals in EngFinal examinations ended in sictory lish A. English IA, and 4:30 group
yesterday morning when a com- II classes. All other finals will be:nittee authorized by the presi- gin Friday and continue through
dent’s council approved the stu- neon the following Thursday.
dents’ latest proposal.
NO MID-TERMS
61fetD,..eria
Gordons report was on the
The plan also provides that on
Freshman representative Bob Pihook "Lizzie Borden, the Untold
san, lone ASB member on the ap- Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
story" by Edward Raclin. but he
tanying committee, reported to preceeding examinations, instructhis talk from Edof
much
drat;
Approximately 170 S.IS students will be
will be divided into 10 "luld groupa" of 16
Student Council at the group’s , ors may not schedule mid-term ex"Studies
Murin
Pierson’s
mund
hitting the trail for Death Valley this weekend
each.
meeting yesterday that a "dead ams or require submission of major
to attend the West Coast Nature Study
Each instructor will take two trail groups
day" plan was endorsed by thei vitork panels or projects: and that
recuses
court
book
"Radin’s
school’s five-day field trip there.
each morning. Students will be in a different
,ommittee and will go into effect ’ co-curricular activities may not be
ess. police evidence and personal
Dr. Wayne D. Kartchner, head of Physical
trail group each of the five days of the trip.
scheduled.
next semester.
’Nes
Lizzie
was
why
show
intenrieas to
Science department and present head of the
Students attending the Death Valley trip
In addition quiet hours shall he
The move ended six years of
acquitted on the evidence presentschool, said that in addition, 22 faculty memcan earn one unit of college credit in the
Frustration for the ASB govern-. rigidly enforced in all college living
ed," Dr. Gordon told in informal
bers and guests will also attend the session.
natural sciences.
!tient which according to council centers on the day before final exbook talk audience.
Faculty members, who will be in teaching
The West Coast Nature Study school is
members, has been campaigning, aminations.
Lizzie was arrested as the prime
capacities during the Death Valley trip, are
an outdoor field program sponsoled by SJS.
for such a plan since 1956.
Pisan called the plan a "comaspect in the Aug. 4, 1892, hatch
Dr. Kartchner, who will instruct in geology,
Dr. Kartchner said that summer trips are
The approved plan states; that i promise agreement." which, in effasaying of her wealthy parent,
and Dr. Arnold Applegarth, profssor of zoolalso planned to Yosemite, Asilomar and Mam- . fect, moved the examinations back
a Fall River. Mass.
ogy, who will cover insects of the area.
moth lake.
one day.
Althoueh she was acquitted after
Dr. Arthur Williams, professor of chemNEW ACT
Registration for the Mammoth lake trip
now
people
some
trial,
-day
her 12
istry, will he concerned with chemical reIn other meeting business, counwill be May 7. at 8 a.m, in the lobby of the
Dr.
guilty,
Gordon
was
she
believe
sources. Dr. Henry Weston, associate profes:1 passed an act to establish an
new science wing.
declami
sor of biology, has as his topic, invertebrate
Students may register for the Yosemite and
In Communications, ,SB rally committee. While passed
animals.
the form of an act, the move is
Asilomar trips at any time.
DISTORTED REPORTS
Dr. Harry Harvey, associate professor of
merely a revision to replace the byAll three summer trips will also be fiveStories, distorted by reports by
biology, will instruct on plants of the area.
laws section uncle’ which the old
day sessions. A tuition of $16 is the feet for
Pierson and other writers, have
Dr. Kartchner explained that the students
rally committee operated.
the trips.
lately named Lizzie as the murMI6
Introduced by junior representaThe United States. while preocderer. according to Dr. Gordon.
cupied with the space race, is los- tive Steve Fmhling. the act is a
Radin, however, disspells the
ing ground in the international more detailed outline of the strucfalse legends and emphasizes the
communications struggle. Gordon ture and functions of the rally comevidence presented at Lizzie’s trial
Greb, associate professor of jour- mittee, with several changes.
DR. ROBERT GORDON
which was convincing enough to
Junior representative Steve Larnalism, told Sigma Delta Chi initi. .. reviews ’Who Dunnif?’
sin her freedom.
ates and members last night in son introduced a bill to establish
The state’s case was based mithe college chapel.
an ASB scholarship fund for San
nority on police reports of "evi- history, will discuss "Complett,
"While everyone worries over our Jose State students.
nce" found after the murder, Poems of Cavafy " written by th.
The bill would provide for $1000
temporary drop to second place in
modern Greek poet Constantin,
..,nrding to Radin.
The problem of uncoordinated activity between law enforcement.
satellite competition, few are aware. to be appropriated annually from
In cross-examination, Lizzie’s Cavary. Dr. Panagopoulos’ talk will
social welfare agencies and groups responsible for interpreting the law
that we rate fourth in conununica- the general fund to provide a perlayers pointed out discrepancies heat 12:30 April 25 in rooms A and
Three proposed constitutional was brought to light yesterday, when Joseph D. Lohman, dean of the tions," Professor
Greb stated.
1 manent base for the program.
and outright lies in the police testi- B of the cafeteria.
School
Criminology
of
at
the University of California, Berkeley, adamendments were overwhelmingly
In other action. council approved
Russia, Red China and Great;
mony.The final analysis of the case’
dressed
approved in a special ASB elec.
members of the SJS college community in Concert Hall.
Britain have larger broadcasting, 70 freshman camp counselor canpointed out that the states ease
Dean Lohman, is sociologist, has seived as sheriff of Cook County.
tn held Tuesday and yesterday.
budgets than the United States. 1 didates 35 men and 35 women.
was not based on satisfactory ea.
Two of the proposed changes III., for four years and as state treasurer of Illinois for two years prior
"In fact," Professor Greb stated. Names of these are posted in the
desire, Dr. Gordon asserted.
will lower the percentage of ASB to accepting his present post at*
"Russia spends $100 million to man Student Union
He added that it is possible that
signatures required on petitions Berkeley last September.
I issued sentences, no two alike. and operate transmitters to tic’
the "wrong evidence was present
In pointing out dissimilar meth-, which ranged from psychologieal Voice of America broadeasts
for ASB government action. They
ed at the trial and in reality It.’
were approved by majorities of nets of treating crime, Dean Loh- heap for the offender, to the maxi - This
figure is equal to the tat
tie could have actually commit te
199 to 43 and 206. to 3.5.
man discussed a meeting of 70 mum penalty, confinement in coun-1 budget of the United
States Its
the crime."
The third amendment sets ASB California judges recently. Each 1 iy jail far a day leas than one formation Agency."
’WHO-DUN-IT?
elections
to
an
earlier
date.
It
judge
was
given
three
identical
year." he declared.
Michael Tigar. University of CalI Professor Greb, SJS Radio-TV
In true "who-dun-it" fashion. Dr.
pissed by 209 to 31.
hypothetical cases to judge.
A group of law enforcement of. lab sequence instructor. is an t,
ifornia senior, will be guest speaker
called
the
speCouncil
Student
second
involved
and
cases
The
firers, Dean Lohman said, recently viser for Sigma Delta Chi. men’s
of TASC lTowarci Active Student
eial election on recommendations third time text-age offenders ac- polled to determine what they professional
Little-known facts about the
Community) twice today in appearjournalism fraternity.
from the election board and ASB cused of drunk driving, a woman thought of the utility of social wel- i His speech followed
initiation "kings of comic opera" will he ryaances at 3:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Pres. Brent Davis for what Ad- shopt lifter and a teen -ages’ molest- fare workers, showed there we’re ceremoniesfor three
new members. %valed today when the classic films
auditorium and at 7:30 p.m. in the
viser Dick Dodson called "a lot ing a child.
three areas of praise and 12 areas They were Steve Chen, Tom Ken- series preesnts "Gilbert and StilliAllen hall lounge.
of confusion in the conduct of the
a
was
process
sentencing
"The
of scorn among enforcement men nerly and Dennis Opatrny.
van." a biography of England’s
Both talks will be open to the
election."
sight to behold," said Dean LohDean Lohman pointed to the exProfessor Greb will appear On masters of operetta.
Dodson told council that election man.
paneling cities in their new role News Conference at 3 p.m. Monday,
The film will be shown this after.
Tiger, who Ls former chairman
board members did not have speNONE ALIKE
as metropolitan areas. He said that April 23, on radio station KCBS. noon at 3:30 in Concert Hall and
’Disarmament Dist nest,’ 1 he last of SLATE. student political party
cific assignments from Chairman
"Even the jurists were surprised a big problem lay in the fact cities Program moderator is Semi Beach again at 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey
"Is series of public forums on na- at. U.C., will speak on "Education’s
Morello and the entire board at their decisions. The 70 judges could not see themselves in this
mditorium.
liana; and international affairs. Responsibilities in Industrial So - Skip
vial not take part in it.
Robert Morely and Maurice.
new role and consequently their
trill he held today at 2:30 p.m. in riot v" this afternoon.
Application
Deadline
,
week
last
, Morello was replaced
,:sans stat in the film.
laws were not geared to meet the
Sn111.
According to Richard Ruhachea by Carlton Parks.
The color production will feat new problems presented by larger Set for Scholarships
In an attempt to determine TASC coordinator, Tiger’s talk will
A disappointing total of 341’
,
April 03 is the deadline tor hand- Iiire scenes from many of Gilbert
populations.
whether the mutual distrust le- deal with social measures on col.
voters, 2 per cent of the student
Dean T.ohman sstimated 60 per ing In all applications and letters’ and Sullivan works. including
lween nations today will prevent ’ trees and universities, a critique
body, took part in the election
eent as the total number of Amer- of isatommenclat ion for eolleae "H.M.S. Pinafore." "Yeoman of the
disarmament, the forum will go of P.C. Pres. Clark Kerr’s views
Only 163 voted in the first constileans living within the shadow of sponsored scholarships for the Guard." "The Mikado" and "The
back through history to the Ilth in the function of higher education
tutional election held March 26.
1962-63 academic year. according Pirates of Penzance."
A trip to missions San Jose, 200 cities.
assary.
in modern industrial society and
to Don Ryan, assistant to the dean
Santa Clara. San Juan Bautista
The operetta sequences will be
TEEN-AGE CRIME
The ptimasy question vvill be: speaker bans.
of students.
and Carmel is being offered Satperformed by the D’Oyly Carte
Dean Lohman said that sn
, history necessarily repeat itself
Other subjects will be the cenAll
StuInternational
application
the
by
urday
material must be company.
cent of all crime in the country is
’he American political mistrust sorship of campus puhlieat ions, alToday is the final day to turn in dent center for the first activity attributed to teen-agers under 18. in the office of the dean of stu-! The preliminary film will be
RaSSia and the Middle East to- leged shepherding of student prIlitdents.
Adm269, by that date. Ryan "Easy Street," with Charles Chapof the week-long Easter vacation
The fact that law enforcement
! ’cal activity by ROTC instructors applications for La Torre and ASB
’ lin.
is itself a social process and that said,
ale forums are the projeet of and political timidity of manager- meritorious awards. aecording to program.
Both international and American it must be parallel to the realities
speech activities class tartglit Isv ial student governments.
ASHtreasurer nod Diridein. Forms
students !MVP been invited to join of the needs of life was stressed by
Havant 1.. Miller. assistant ThroTigar’s evening speech will be must be plated in oreanization box
atier of speech. Tapes of the taa on "Latin American VS. rOited P. of the College Union, 315 S. the trip to the four missions. The Dean Lohman.
rus
"A nev.’ type of law enforcement
Itnq may be broadcast over the States vs. British Student Move- Ninth . by 3 p.m.
Students nominated must be in S1T1Parkv.eitilstl.e,aavte9tiale.m.ceCnotsTis2$825 is needed by metropolitan law en FM radio station later ments."
for the bus trip.
foreement agencies: one that will
semester,
Tigar is a newscaster for sta- clear standing and must be outOn Monday. the Rotary club of meet the real emblems of the new
’’eirrating
today’s forum is tion KPFA-FM in Berkeley. as standing in two or more activities.
t.wirick Sherman graduate stu- well as a student. He is a contrib. In addition, nominees must be ASB , San Jose will be hosts for a tour giant communities. This need may
dent. ’Members of the panel are utor of articles to "The Liberal office holders or members of an to the new county offices, the have to wait until the public disWeSiey
r, 1,14.1
11,11; ,r! 111, poseI mast ii,
Charles Griffiths. sophomore; Allen Democrat," "The Frontier" and a ASH committee or subcommittee. school for retaided children. the covers itself." Dean Lohman added.
pro4cam.
Foreign Language department. will
Shores, treJnitan. and Jack Small. New York literary magazine "The They must have been in such posts county health department and the
"At the present the only graduat
begins
hospital.
The
tour
county
!-te interviewed on "Showcase. San ate work offered in foreign Ianraduats
at least one semester. said Diridon.
I Second Coming."
8:30 a.m. and the students will be
lase Stale College" Sunday evening , guage at SJS is for the secondary
.tm at 9:30
Today s issue isf the
guests of the Rotary club for their
on KI,OK, an AM station teachers credential," Dr. Goddard
’ Daily will be the last issue until at 1170.
weekly noon luncheon.
said.
25.
April
Wednesday,
in
corp.
An excursion to Ampex
One of a series called "Career
Daily
staff
meetings
resume
will
Tues.’
"We are now working on a proRedwood City is planned for
Forum." Dr. Goddard will discuss
gram to offer a masters degree in
day and one to Westinghouse in the Monday following Easter va- the job possibilities for foreign
lan-.. 11111.1. NOT 514.s, ’PAPER PLEDGE’
Sunnyvale Wednesday. The Ampex I cation. Announcements will be acI foreign languages by 1963, with
Harts appointed I Seineellor
’PI; The United States warned the I7-nation dis- trip will begin at noon and the rented in the Daily editorial office guage majors. According to Dr.
GENEVA
Goddard,
and
the rule is for language ! specialties in Freneh. Spanish and
security
Glenn s. Inimke of the
California armament conference yesterday it will not submit its own
dos
siime
Westinghouse tour will start at ,
majors to go into the teaching German." the foriign language
State Colleges is scheduled to be that of the trite world to a "paper pledge" that Russia will never again 1 p.m.
head explained. "Russian will probfield.
the principle speaker
new weapons
developing
for
motivation
"The
weapons.
nuclear
test
at the fourth
The traveling redwoods in tha
However. there are many oppor- ably be offered a little lacer." he
annual Flounders’ Day alyseivance which WaS strong enough to lead the U.S.S.R. to break its self-imposed
Itits Basin area will be the it
St San tree.
tunities for them in business and a, itt es
State College May 2. pledge not to Ix the first state to resume nuclear tests would well lead at traction fee the Thursday out !
government.
Established May 2, 1862, SJSC It to attempt the chindestine violation of a nuclear test ban treaty,"
The trip will begin at 9 a.m.
The foreign language’ head ernsill Celebrate its 100th
, al will be Sadie
anniversary chief U.S. delegate Arthur H. Dean warned.
Students at tending IOUs whit
s state institution.
Hawkins day at &LS, and unwary phasized that there will he a great
last all day are advised to bring ,
males may be caught by fleet. demand for language teachers parCalifornia State Normal School
FRENt II PREM WI: RESIGNS
sack lunches, according to Mrsa
onenerl in San Francisco in July.
- Gaulle will accept Premier Florence Bryant. coordinator for footed females according to George ticularly in the elementary schools
’
PARIS (UPI I Pres.
1$12 when its
Boldizae Newman club publicity when the 1965 law goes into ef
Vharc the gnod i I
trustees were author- Michel Debre’s resignatien asiturtlas snd will name banker Georges the center.
feet for mandatory fereign Ian1asi lo take over
chairman.
One of the Inwit mum Minn’s Evening Pompidou to succeed hint, reliable political sources said Wednesday.
etiage
instruction
N
in the sixth, sev.
A Sadie Hawkins man-chase
tar r !WM, of all tins..
School, which was estatt- The official announcement will be made after proclamation of the final
enth
and
eighth grades
Ihow 13111 a ellrhe not
%shedttt 1837 as part of the San official results of last Sunday’s national referendum in which De Gaulle
dance will be staged tomorrow
FNralSvn city school system.
popula r
%Veil. as.’
"We will need zonn language speAn interview stressing the need, night at Newman hall. 79 S. Fifth
won a sweeping new vietory. De Gaulle at the same time was said to
knon as h is I It
11011
/.I;nriers’ Day ceremonies will have derided against dissolving parliament or holding general elections for more qualified language in- at.. from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
cultists just for the elementar,
mean*, at lea.’ In II,. It-in sin) an aeademic procession in May as Debre had urged.
Dance chairmen Don Lane and schools alone in 1965," Dr.
structors and tapes of the SJS
lent
world of is’, shirts, the
the administration building
Symphony orchestra’s concert this Rob Ricci have arranged for 1)0g. dard declared. "The beginning
h., Morris
hon mot be (;ant of
week will be featured Sunday at patch essentials. a Marryin’ Sam. ary," Dr. Goddard said. "for I c
OAS SUFFERS HEAVY CAst-.%I.TIES
Dailey auditorium in
Tower hall, Tower
Nen Haaen. the nord
ALGIERS, Algeria i LIPII The European Secret Army Otganiza- 9:30 p.m. on radio station KLOK, a wishing well, apple eider, guest guage teaehers in the element..
hail, which dates
tack to 19111 is
far Ins and In all sort’.
entertainment and country deco- and secondary schools will
the oldest building tion (OAS) suffered heavy casualties in fighting Tuesday with the dial 1170.
itn campus. The
,if price ranee%.
On Easter Sunday, April 22. a rations,
pretty good from a teacher’s point
program will fea- Moslem National Army of Liberation in the mountains south of Algiers.
ture mosie by the a cappella choir military sources reported yesterday. But OAS gunmen stalked through residing from the Bible’s Rook of
Newman ehib members will he of view."
41,1i the NNniphonie orehestra. After the streets of Algiers and its suburbs during the day, shooting down St. Matthew. with background mu- charged 25 eents admission and
On the radio program, Dr.
trl tnorning program a hineheon Moslems at random. By noon. eight Westerns had been killed and one sic selected by the Mush* depart- non-member’s will he charged SO demi said he would also dime*
tI
RCK3S
he held for distinguished guests wounded. Three Moslem -owned shops were damaged by plastic bombs. ment, will he presented on a spe- rents. Country costumes are re- enutses offered in the foreign I..
DI the cafeteria.
quired.
cial half-hour Easter program,
guage department here, and a pi..
a favorite weapon of the OAS terrorists.
IN SAN JOSE
from fiction
Fart was separated
reports of the Lizzie Borden
Dr. Robert Gormurder trial when
don. as.sociale professor of English.
dossed the 1892 murder ease
youaday at the book talk in the

Gordon refused to admit who the It’
author feels committed the double
ha tchet -slaying.
"I won’t reveal who Radin thinks
did it because this Is telling the
ending. What Radin tellsabout
eiz.,1.1
is more convincing than whom
he points out as the possible murderer," Dr. Gordon added.
Dr. Gordon’s review was the seventh in the current spring book
talk series.
Following Easter vacation, Dr.
E. P. Panagopoulos, professor of
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Editorials

Strive, Arrive

ts,11.2.1

Ott must Sttive to Arrive Alive." But many
"When ),.11 I’1
Spartans will not strive to arrive alive during their trips home and to
%aration spots in all directions from San itiee during the Easter bleak.
Most won’t find it necessary to "striye" because they know Ntalt.
lag will happen to us."
"During the past two Easter sacationa. I have lost two of my Mu
dents due to fatal automobile accidents," announced a professor to his
class.
"Which one of you will not return to in classroom at San Jose
State in a week? Which one of you will be responsible for decreasing
the size of my class this year?"
And the professor continued his sad story. He told his class how.
in the past two years, vacant seats appeared in his classrooms following the Easter vacation.
But the two students who left the vacant seats beforehand knew
"nothing will happen to us."
Which one or ones of you will not return to San Jose State be.
cause of speed or recklessness on the highways over the vacation?
Eager to return home after a tiring half-semester of college work.
many Spartans will take to the highways and not "waste" time being
careful or staying within speed limits.
The fact that it could happen to them will never occur to these
eager Spartans. The knowledge that it wouldn’t happen to them will
probably inspire them to commit additional highway shenanigans in
their haste to leave campus.
But it happened to two students, as illustrated by the professor.
two students who were undoubtedly certain it couldn’t happen to
them.
I could happen to you! You may be the one who leaves the vacant seat in a classroom and helps diminish the size of the student
body if you do not strive to arrive alive this vacation, if you let haste
crowd ant your sense of responsibility on the road.
So remember this professor and all the professors and help keep
San Jose State
,Ilment u .
--C.P.
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’My ideas of communism are always set.
led when I realize that fence is keeping

s

C

hem in and not me out."

-Sparta-

o -Round I

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor

92+ Octane Reg.
100+ Octane Ethyl
Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X-I 00, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 380
Castrol
qt. can 500
qt. 190
100% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
Cigarettes
package 220

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

6th & Keys

10th & Taylor

VITAL’S KEEPS YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
Greatest discovery since the comb! Vitalis with V-7, the
greaseless grooming discovery. Keeps your hair neat all day
without greaseand prevents dryness, too. Try Vitals today.

Vnalls

Spend a summer at . . .

litontereyAtitute o(9oreignctudie4
(8th Summer Session, June 18 - August 25, 1962)
in intensive, concentrated study of:
1) a foreign language; or
2) the political arts of two key areas; Latin America
or Communist China
Division of Political Arts
Lower division (elementary and intermediate, upper division, and
graduate courses in Chinese Mandarin, French, German, Italian, Jape.
nese, and Russian. Lower division courses in these languages are
designed to provide minimum proficiency. All languages taught by
native speakers, directly in language being studied. Recitation classes
limited to 10 students each. From 7 to 16 units.
Division of Languages and Civilizations
Upper division courses on the development of Latin America; grad’s.
ate courses on the impact of the Castro Revolution, viewed against the
general background of Latin America; and graduate courses on the
development of the Chinese Commune System, viewed against the
general background of modern China. A fresh and systematic approach
on a consideration of comparative history, the role of religion
bawl
in civilization, human geography, international economics, and law
(public and private P. 7 or 8 units.
A limited number of part tuition scholarships for upper division and
graduate courses are available in both divisions, particularly to well
qualified teachers and prospective teachers. For further information
concerning the 1962 Summer Session, or Fall and Spring semesters.
1962.63, write to:

Office of Admissions

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN STUDIES
P. 0. Box 1522
Monterey, California

gi ’

Here comes Peter Cottontail hand-in-hand with Easter vacation
and the many hoped-for hours of sun and fun. A campus lull will
be in effect during the carefree days of spring vacation. Until the
departure for that long-awaited break, life on campus continues
to hum.
CHI OMEGA
Among the 50 outstanding women on campus named recently
by the Associated Women Students are ten pleased members of
Chi Omega. Holding the respected honor are Pat Butler, Mary Ann
Fudge, Claire Haydon, Pat Hayes, Harlene Heller, Arlene Jung,
Judy Langen, Bernie Mangseth, Karen Methny and Pat Rose.
DELTA GAMMA
Taking advantage of the warm weather and the scenic beauty
of Alum Rock park were the members of Delta Gamma as they
enjoyed a leisurely barbecue last Sunday.
Kris Andersen, Mary Louise Nelson, Penny Patch and Sharon
Meserve are the sorority members included in the AWS list of 50
outstanding women.
Quietly awaiting next winter’s bliss of snow on the slopes is
Chris Farrow who was elected Ski club president.
SIGMA PI
The pastels of the upcoming Orchid Ball sponsored by Sigma
Pi fraternity will serve a gentle background to the coronation of
the Orchid Ball queen. Candidates for the decorative event are
Peggy Kenefick of Gamma Phi Beta, Linda Tanferani of Phi Mu,
Eilene Tornmaney of Kappa Delta, Carole Lee Hand of Kappa
Gamma, Pam McDowell of Delta Zeta, Barbara Hudson Of Alpha
Chi Omega, Nancy Rourke of Alpha Omicron Pi, Joyce Loper of
Alpha Phi, Florence Rescroad of Sigma Kappa, Sue Hinshaw of
Kappa Alpha Theta and Nancy Hall of Chi Omega.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
New officers announced for the fraternity are Ed Smith, president; Lee Grimes, vice president; Bill Bischoff, treasurer; Bill Cox,
social chairman; Paul DuPont, rush chairman; Jack Dykstra,
pledge trainer and Steve Morse, pledge class president.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Going to the top in athletics are fraternity members Pete
Petrinovich and Ron Casaga. Pete, who is on the SJS track team
this season, finished second in the 440--yard event in last weekend’s
match with Santa Clara Youth Village and was on the winning SJS
team in the 880 relay.
Ron lays claim to the honor of being elected "Athlete of the
Year for 1961."
Gradewise, Gary Gates received the fraternity’s active scholarship award by finishing last semester with a 4.0 grade average.
DELTA ZETA
Representing the sorority in the future Pi Kappa Alpha Dream
Girl contest are Diane Tarr and Caryn Feuz.
Pm MC ALPHA
Members of the spring pledge for the Beta Eta chapter of the
Sinfonla fraternity include George McConnell, president; Peter
Conrardy, vice president; Leon Dillingham, secretary; Rees Padfield, treasurer; Stanley Tice, program chairman; Charles Mignosa,
projects chairman, and other members Johann Thomsen and Gary
Gray.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Competing for the title of Sweetheart of Sigma Chits sorority
member Phyllis Smith.
Members Betty Sauer and Ruth Sherman are April’s Carnation
girls.
Alpha Chi Omega sorority announced Marge Flaer, Carole Cadmus, Teri Croxall and Gloria Gurske as among the recently published AWS list of 50 outstanding women on our campus.
Title seekers Gretchen Greene and Louise Fleury are representing the sorority in the Pi Kappa Alpha Dream Girl contest.

Come

Fashions and cards will be
combined Saturday by the Mothers club of Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority which will hold its annual dessert, show and card
Party at the chapter house at
408 S. Eighth St. at 12:30 p.m.
Titled "Springtime Fashions,"
the show will include a fashion
parade featuring models from
the collegiate chapter, the club
and sorority alumnae.
Tickets, to be sold at the door,
also can be obtained by Contacting Mrs. Priddy, CLayburn 84120, or Mrs. Arlington Langley,
ANdrews 9-4494.
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By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
An important change has taken place in United States policy
toward West Berlin.
Until very recently, U.S. reaction to Soviet threats against
the city primarily was military.
The military phase received
stepped -up emphasis after President Kennedy’s 1961 Vienna
meeting with Nikita Khrushchev
in which the Soviet leader placed
a year-end deadline on a peace
treaty with East Germany and
abolition of Allied rights in West
Berlin.
Tense moments followed as
Gen. Lucius Clay arrived in Berlin to be the President’s personal representative and the U.S.
began re-establishing its rights
on the German autobahns, in the
air corridors, and on its side of
the wall dividing the city.
THREAT TO MORALE
Now a second phase equal to
the military is being emphasized.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk
left Geneva with the belief that
so long as the Soviet challenge
remains, there also remained a
serious threat to West Berlin
morale and a subsequent threat
to investment and production.
On this basis then, Soviet harassing tactics in the air corridors represented less a challenge
to Allied rights of free access
than to the spirit and economic
health of West Berlinan attempt to discourage establishment of new business and to encourage West Berliners to leave.
In answer, the United States
is trying to encourage U.S.
firms with operations in Germany to open branches in West
Berlin. Student exchanges are
being considered, as are suggestions to make West Berlin universities centers for international education programs.
A glance at statistics illustrates the cause of concern.
POPULATION LOSS
West Berlin gained steadily in
population from 1953 to 1958
when Khrushchev issued his first
ultimatum against the city.
Since then, there has been a slow
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In fact, a closer reading of my
note may suggest that I, too,
have hopes that faculty members have something to contribute to the public, not only in
the area of their professional
competence but also in any
area in which they have taken
a deep interest, including such
matters as academic freedom,
patriotism, nuclear weapons,
etc.
Unfortunately, It wasn’t clear
that my fourth point, that we
should "encourage informal contact betwen students and faculty," was an additional thought.
What I had in mind was the
thought that students, as well as
the public, might want to learn
something more from the fac-
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ulty, not only in the area of the
f acu It y’s professional competence. which they presumably
learn through course work, but
also in the many other are& in
which faculty members are
deeply interested, and which
students can learn about most
effectively through informal
contact.
My aim, in other words, was
educational; and if that be "togetherness," in the barbed word
casually tossed in my direction.
I do indeed plead guilty to a
desire to encourage "togetherness."
C. M. Larsen
Asst. Professor of Mathematics

Co-Rec Reporter
Gets Praise
Editor:
I want to commend the reporter who wrote the article on
"Co-Rec Activities Feature Hawaii: Hula, Leis Included," in
Wednesday’s Spartan Daily.
The double entendres and
overtones of the article were
quite humorous and very interesting. His sense of humor is
bright and entertaining, something which the Daily often
lacks in its pseudo-seriousness.
If I must be specific, something which the Daily often
isn’t, I think Mr. Barr’s refreshing slant on Co-Rec deserves our
praise. Specificalty (and I quote,
if though haphazardly): "Hula,
Leis included," a "barefoot adventure" in "Hawaiian native
life," plus hostesses dressed in
muumus" (sic) giving "instructions on lei making" which "will
replace tonight’s (usual) quiet
game session."
Oh, for more time to take in
our Co-Rec extra-curricular att ivities !
Mr. Barr, for his efforts, gets
my vote for the big "red apple."
Bob Hall
ASS 12428

Editor:
In his letter to the Spartan
Daily on April 6, Dr. Weiss contended that "Keynes himself
was not a socialist, Fabian or
otherwise,
I think Dr. Weiss would do
well to consider what Keynes
had to say in The Yale Review,
summer, 1933:
"T he decadent international
hut individualistic capitalism, in
the hands of which we find ourselves after the war, is not a
success. It is not intelligent, it
is not beautiful, it is not just,
it is not virtuous-and it doesn’t
deliver the goods. In short, we
dislike it, and we are beginning to despise It. But when we
wonder what to put in its place,
we are extremely perplexed."
Dr. Weiss should further ponder this passage from Keynes’
General Theory of Employment,
Interest and Money (London,
1936, page 3751.
"The state will have to exercise a guiding influence on the
propensity to consume . . . A
somewhat comprehensive socialization of investment will prove

the only means of securing an
approximation to full employment . . . The necessary measures of socialization can be introduced gradually."
Richard Reels
ASB A4629

Student Disputes
Claim About Israel
Editor:
The claim of Douglas Gunn
that "Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East" is a
strange claim indeed. As a
"Jewish" state, Israel is a state
which is based either on "religion" or "race." The concept of
a Jewish state, Moslem state or
Christian state belongs to the
16th century.
Such states are theocratic,
but certainly not democratic.
The second world war was
waged to defeat fascism, the
political philosophy which was
based on the superiority of the
Aryan race. Israel today seems
to be based on the superiority of
the Jewish "race" or "religion"
and the claim to a chosen people
status.
While the trend in the Arab
states is toward separation of
church and state as evidenced
by the constitution of Egypt,
which Mr. Gunn refers to as a
dictatorial country.
The Jewish state of Israel has
proven again and again to be
the bastion of theocracy in the
Middle East. (See Henry Hurivitiz. "Israel What Now" Mendrach Journal, vol. xlii, 1954). To
support their claim that Israel
is a democracy, the zionists
point to the fact that in the
Israeli parliament, there are
some Arab representatives.
What the zionists neglect to
mention is the fact that the
"Arabs" in Israeli parliament
were elected not by the Arab
community in Israel, but by the
Israeli Communist party, hence,
they represent not the Arabs
hut the communists of Israel.
Then, of course, the fact is that
the Arabs are more entitled to
participate in any form of government in their land, even
more than Ben-Gurion, who is
an intruder.
All Yousulf Ead, president
Arab-American Students

Prof Hoverland
Commended
Editor:
I have read Professor Hoverland’s letter of April 10, and I
must commend him in his appeal for "the truth." I have
been a student of his and also
know him personally; not as a
pea in a pod-but rather as an
individual who seeks light in
darkness.
In my three years here at
SJS, I can count on one hand
those professors who really had
something to say, and of these,
some will be leaving because
the administration failed to give
them tenure.
Is this what our campus and
our society have come to-a
complacent, degenerating mass,
instead of a progressive, ener-
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getic movement of individuals?
Are we to function as mere mechanical robots being led by a
central group mind, instead of
seeking out new questions and
solutions to the problems we
must face in our complex society?
Too often we become bogged
down with petty trivials and
with the role we are expected
to play, forgetting that we are
each an individual free to make
our own choices and ’follow our
furtherest whims.
If men must be land shakers
and head nodders to belong and
move ahead, then I feel it a sad
plight indeed, that we have
chosen.
I do not say that men should
become non-conformists, radicals or revolutionists, b u t
rather I say seek the truth
within yourself and from it will
spring new and fresh ideas, approaches and solutions.
Rich Symanski
ASB A4275

Student Offers
Easter Thought
Editor:
A happy thought for the
Easter season:
Recently on campus there has
been a rash of faculty interest
In pacifis m, namely, by Dr.
Jones of the Philosophy department and Dr. Kay of the History department.
I am amused by the appeal
Dr. Kay has placed upon JudeoChristian thinging to support
part of his talk.
Dr. Kay, speaking on behalf
of TASC in the cafeteria, characterized the pacifist to Jesus
hanging on the cross.
This is ridiculous because it is
entirely out of context with the
purpose of the man’s life.
First, Christ himself prophsied wars:
"There shall be wars and rumors of wars" -Lk 21:9.
Secondly, Christ in no way
purposed for his life to bring
peace on earth; quite the opposite is true:
"Do you suppose I have come
to give peace on earth? No, I
say to you, but rather division."
-Lk 12:51.
The pacifist must either give
up such an appeal in realizing
this is out of context-or call
the man either a liar or insane.
And if such is his choice we find
the pacifist now authenticating
his argument upon a "lie." True,
Christ said, "Turn the other
chek," but this doesn’t obviate
the necessity of distinguishing
between the love and weakness
-politics and deceit.
Ralph E. Ferguson
ASB 9737

of intensely sincere men in their
compulsion to forcefully coerce
others (whole peoples and whole
nations) to think the way they
do, and to act the way they do.
Edward Browning
ASB 7198

They are compelled to force
others to think as they do and
to act as they do. Moreover,
they are compelled, I feel, to
maintain their own power as
strongly as posible. These practical fallacies, however, are by
no means confined to the Communist party.

Come to the
Grand Opening
April 19th

I agree with those who feel
we must fight the members of
the Communist party. But I
feel that this fight should take
the form of love and understanding. As free men ourselves.
dedicated to the dignity of the
individual under God, I feel it
our duty to fight those who attempt to enslave free men.
Our fight should be that of
free men-free from prejudice
and hatred. I believe our fight
should consist in the restraint
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’Fight Should Be
Free from Prejudice’
Editor:
The members of the Communist party are good people, I
feel, dedicated to the betterment of humanity.
They obviously are not acend. Why?
complishing t he
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Spartans Meet Cougars
In Municipal Tonight at 7

NorCal Tourney, USC,
Broncos on Golf Slate
Readying themselves for a rough
dose of Easter vacation competition, the San Jose golfers take on
the University of Santa Clara idly/Amen today at the San Jose country club. Match time is 1:30 p.m.

Goetz, Harlan McDaniel and Harlan Krantz.
Brown, Horribeak, Goetz, Krantz,
Tom Barber and Gene Miranda will
have a 36-hole playoff in conjunction with the match today and toITIOITtriV to see who will join Lutz,
The last time the Spartans
Aragona and Mike Teuizer as the
and the Broncos met, March 30, college’s entry in the Northern Calthe Spartans "are out on top ifornia Intercollegiate championwith a 171z-912
ship tournament to be held April
Going for the locals today will 19-21 at the Pasatiernpo country
be Johnny Lots, who shot a 66 In club.
Tuesday, the mighty UniverSan Jose’s 151-’2-11, win over Cal
Tuesday, sieve Brown, Grant sity of Southern California golf
T lorn be a k, 13111 Aragonit, Jack team, undefeated in dual match
play and this year’s Southern
California Intercallegiate champion, will come to town and face
the Spartans at the San Jose
country club.
"The S.C. golf teams are perennially as rough as any team on the
For as Low a’
coast," according to SJS Coach
Approved
Walt McPherson,
The Spartans will be no easy
$200.00 and up
meat for the Trojans, however. San
Unapproved
Jose has lost but one match this
year, to Fresno state, and they
$140.00 and up
cleared themselves of that one with
a month
a 13%-13% tie with the Bulldogs
on a course the locals had never
seen before.
The Spartans have defeated Los
Angeles state, Cal (twice), the
University of Pacific, Sacramento
state, Santa Clara, San Francisco
485 So. 9th
CT 7-8877
state and Cal Poly.
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who will complete their education and commence work this year.
If you urgently require funds to complete your education, and
are unable to secure the money elsewhere,
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ta, Skip

Jack Renwick and Hank Royal
will be In what may be a weak
outfield, along with returning lettermen Gordy Lerillell, Jerry !SlcKinzie and Frank liutstl.

nt

Next Monday through Friday the
Spartans will be In southern California for the 1962 Los Angeles
state baseball tournament.
The competition at the tournament will include the teams from
the CIBA league, USC, UCLA,
Stanford, California and Santa
Clara.
San Jose will also See Arizona,
Arizona state and some southern
f’alifornla schools.
San Jose will not have another
home game until April 27 when it
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Sweet Resigns Pacific Post
To Take Job at Alma Mater
Theta Chi Beats
Omega Tau Alpha;
Wins V-Ball Title

He’s between 22 and 44:1; he’s doing well. His present employers like him. He can look forward to slow, steady advancement through the years. And there’s plenty of security. But,
secretly, he isn’t satisfied. He knows he’s capable of doing
better. There’s an opening coming up in our organization
which would be most attractive to such a man. We’re in no
particular hurry to fill i+ but we’re very interested in talking
to men who feel they might meat our high standards. Tell us
your business experience, age, marital status. We will get in
touch with you and arrange a meeting to talk it over.
If you’re interested, call CY 3-8978, or drop a letter to John
Parker, at P.O. Box 368, San Jose.
Our present staff knows of this advertisement. Your call will
be treated in strictest confidence.

$8.95 Hawaiian cot trunks
of 100% cotton in colors
groin or blue an white.

San Jim, State’s baseball tine
starts a rough vacation schedule
tonight when it meets Washington
state university at 7 p.m. in Municipal stadium.
Friday and Sutuvirty it journeys
to Nevada for two games before
the start of the Los Angeles state
tournament nest week.
Washington state has sic regulars and two elarting pitchlast year’s team that
ers fr
%von the Di% isiell Eight title last
year.
Pat Crook, the regular catcher,
is back for his senior yar. He hit
.270 last year.
At first the Cougars have Paul
Tomlinson, who is being touted for
all-American honors this year. He
hit .358 last year. He is a fine
fielder who has committed only
five errors in 505 chances for a
.990 fielding average.
second baseman Zeke Blocklinger had it .361 batting st5erage
TOUTED FOR ALL-COAST at second base is Zeke Blockinger
last year.
who will be in the game tonight for the Washington state
Tom Seidel is the regular third
Cougars at 7 p.m. at Municipal stadium. Zeke hit seven doubles,
baseman. He is new to the squad
three triples, one homer and stole seven bases last year.
Ibis year. Craig Heimbigner is the,
shortstop. He is a sophomore.
The Cougars have a good out -1
field with Bob Walker, Dave Pate;
and Ron Langhans. In reserve are’
Hank Jarvits, who also plays third,
Bob Privette and Geoff Heath.
Friday and Saturday the Spartans meet a tough Neveda squad
STOCKTON (UPI)Van Sweet Tiger fortunes in the years ahead. in two 7 p.m. games.
Sweet was all Southw.mt conhas resigned as coach of the UniThe Wolfpack is led by Hank
versity of Pacific basketball team ference forward at Baylor and
Ebben at third base and Mary
in order to return to his alma then coached the Bears in 1943
Van Caren at second. Both men
mater, Baylor university, as assist- before joining the Na%y.
%vc re all -Far 1Vestern conference
ant athletic director.
selections last year.
Max Culp is a veteran catcher.
Sweet’s resignation was anHe will be backed up by John
nounced Tuesday night, by Univei Sankovich and Joel Glover, one of
sity of Pacific President Robert
the state’s outstanding high school
Burns, who said he was "ver,
receivers.
sorry" to see Sweet leave after a
In addition to Ebbert and Van
decade at Pacific. Sweet was als,
Curen, the Wolfpack infield will
assistant golf coach at UOP.
Theta Chi won the all -college find returning letterman Ron Ban-,
Pacific’s basketball fortunes
had hit bottom when Sweet took volleyball championship Tuesday
Bunnies Are Hopped Up
over in 1952. The Tigers won 3 night, beating Delta Upsilon for the
On VIP
and lost 20 Sweet’s first year, fraternity crown, and then downing
hut he slowly built up the Tigers’ Omega Tau Alpha for the all -college title.
cage squads.
BIT had Theta Chi on the rope*
Under Sweet’s guidance, the Ti- In the fraternIty tUSSSIP, 1/111
gers joined the powerful West not put them away. The Ill’s won
Coast Athletic conference and took the first game of’ the best of
on a powerful list of intersectional three series, 15-13. They’ werecage foes.
leading 13-8 in the seeond when
They generally found the going the TC’s came back with ’amen
rough against these tough oppo- points to win that one 15-13.
nents and Sweet had a record of 15-13.
81 and 148 in his 10 years. This
In the last match. Theta Chi’s
year’s team turned in a 10-16 mark, momentum carried it to a 15-8
but was loaded with a solid group victory.
of sophomores expected to improve
Omega Tau Alpha couldn’t find
the range and fell, 15-7, 15-4, in
the all -college tilt.
"Theta Chi operated as a team.
or unit, more than the others,"
stated Intramurals Director Dan
Unruh.
The tournament started Friday and was continued Saturday
up until DC and Theta Chi were
the only teams left.
Lee Junta will meet either Mike
Sector or Harlan McDaniels tonight at 7:45 for the
tabletennis championship.

William G. Sweeney, S.IS Education Di
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Old World Charm in Dining
4

America’s Most Beautiful Hof bran

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
4

THURSDAY
Wilda

4

Baughn
and Her Piano

Cs’

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nifes

garden City lloArau
51 So. Market

CY 7-2002

Antrtzrtanensftinrananc&amins-,--7,,-,---:=-7

An invitation to shape your own future...

To the man
looking
ten years ahead
of his time

MALOLV KEY WEST terry lined jacket in
’orange and green color combinations
woven of seagoing 100% Cotton $15.95,
Teemed with Hawaiian cut cotton trunks

SPINNAKER STRIPE launches brilliance in
knit combo of ’fleet/red and brown/newer.
Cotton blazer 58 95 over Hawaiian trunks
57.95. Cotton and rubber square rig boil)
trunks $6.95.

SS 95.

IIS

met.: 17,q
(with

an

All.Anwiran Look)

Brighten the shoreline scene in brilliant swimwear created in the great
American tradition., guaranteed to command raves from your admiring crew!

A graduate seeking his way in the world has the

STUDENT: Do you hang
toothpaste?

any

CLERK: No,

Mem.

STUDENT: Any hair pins?
CLERK: No, Mom,
STUDENT: What do you
carry in this bookstore?
Lizards!!
ICLERK:
Tot, .,1
sets sad in bold color and
stripes. fleece lined pullover 55 95 etoo
knit Inger length dew nett $1 95 0.1
low or rod cornbenetions of seewortne
100% notion

so’s
’,geed
with embossed authentic Tan head
and Nuns. 58 95 Hawaiian trunks
Both of cotton in ne101, it ’natural
low senior or blue

Catalina, Inc , Los Angeles, Calif , Another fine

,

MIDSHIPMAN, banded with bold
white, natural, Pewter Or mat
;worthy jicket of cotton gab 17.95.
length tastes cord Irene, of
acetete, cotton end rubber St 93.
’teetered ale.

Keyser. Roth Product.

ROBERTS
BOOK STORE

105 SOUTH FOUPTH SO
SAN JOSE
CY? loll

best opportunity of achieving his goal if he starts
with firm ground under his feet. This is an assurance at General Telephone.
As a major communications company, "Gen Tel"
has the solid stability of a public utility, together
with the added stability that is a substance of
growth.
In addition, General Telephone Companies make
every effort to provide the best living climate

Employment
Opportunities:
The Gana’s’ Telephone Corn.
pony of California has many
employment opportunithw for
college -trained people. Con
tact your Placomant Office for
full information.

are
for all employees. Salaries and benefits
stable
comparable to those offered by other
General
industries. Those seeking positions with
paid
vacations.
Telephone are assured of paid
disability
aids.
tuition
leave,
holidays, military
purch ase
benefits, insurance, pensions and stock
plans.

ask your
As a step toward planning your future,
co
brochure
our
Placement Director for a copy of
Management Careers.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE
America’s Largest
Independent Telephone System

1

l’humin.y. April 12 19r.’

gars -2? a ity
at 7
idle throu,
I April 24

-SPAR l’AN Ii.tlLb

?

liVIrpsoly

lett

Ity VRED RAtiLAN Is
San Jose State’s track and I aid
team opens Easter vacation action
Saturday when it takes on a group
of service teams in the annual
Armed Forces meet at Spartan

April 12. 1962

Racketmen Face
Trojans, Waves

1 h1

p iii

Rig Auto
Insurance savinpAnnouncsd

Women and married men over
AO
$7$ less $11 dividend. Or
of MS (bmed on current 17 ger
men under
coil dividend). Thighs
net
or
dividend,
7S: $$2 less $43
of VP.
moo
Li.biify
Inlury
Bodily
S10/70000
properly DarrlOil and $500 fAed;cal
p...v.nte. Other coverages al corn.
can tot
pease. savings. Payments
of four limos
rr ad ORM talc,
Call or write for full infer.
rvarion to Georg* M. Campbell,
5.6 1.4.pl Avenue. Sunnyvale,
ateset 9.1741 (day I nits).

Available

I When the Sari
tennis
I team comes back Irian the Easter
break, they will face one of the
most powerful tennis aggregations
on the west coast, the Universits
of Southern California Trojan,
Los Angeles April 23.
The Spartans. %vim receive.’
boost in morale by defeating
IStanfold Indians for the first
tory over an Indian tennis team
I San Jose State history, will I
ritine the following day.

TYPEWRITER

e bury schoo

RENTALS

at Yuman(

Special Student Rates
latest models
Free delivery
fully guaranteed
Free Parking
no dec,..it
Free erceange

Jose

College
124 E

ICON()

San Fcrnando

"We’re

next to Cal Book"

35283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

.4388

41=1110///faIROIIMIIV

zumumr
ifling

MANGER’S
Garage

Body Shop

423 W. San Carlos
San Jose, Cal.iornia
Dave

255 W. San Carlos
Son Jo..,e, California
Cob

bran

’ood
hinelanden0
3and

San Jose’s Oldest and Largest
Foreign Car Center

Sat. Nites

* First Class Body and Paint Repairs
* Engine Rebuilding
* Tune-Ups arc! Service

112

SPRING CLEARANCE
Admiral Pocket Radio . . . $15.95
23" Table Model Admiral. . $169.95
Quality Guar. Used TVs . S29.95 up

79 So. 3rd Street

CV 7-7111

Ingignow

A TIGHT
SCALP
MAY
BE THE

CAUSE OF
HAIR LOSS

itOCk pur,h,
iture, ask
On
ur brochure

IFORNIA’S LEADINU HAIR SPECIAIIPS

-

CV 8-4630
ilnur
Doily. 11 nm 8 pm. Sot 10 m.-1 p.m.
THIJAS 4 P M .8 P.M.
NO APPS’ NEEDED
OSE: 28 No. 1st St. (300 Commercial Bldg.)

.11‘.0 1111

Otitiothenal, Dennis Johnson and
Dan Studne3. There is an outski.- ehanee that omaghemi nosy
read3, howeer, according to

Winter.
Alter the Fresno affair, the next
home track meet will be the annual SJS All Corners meet held
at Fremont high school in Sunny’
%ale May 4. Some of the Pacific
Coast’s finest stars will turn sa.t
for that one.
Those who have already promised to compete include ex-California greats Jerry Siebert, Jack
the Santa Clara Valley Youth Yerman and Willie White: Poyn;Village, has a hest of 9.4 in the. ter: Keith Thomassen of the Youth
and Bill
100-yard dash. Ile will be runnint.
- for the Presidio.

Frosh Trackmen Face
College of San Mateo ,p,aret erOdrin.56,

Top Visrstenberg athletes ail
4 6. 2,.1.6, ifi:ubgelry.

Thompson i23.3 in low hurdles
The San JaSe State freshmen of the Spartans both went 6-402 23-0 in broad jump) and sprain.’
compete in two meets over Easter last week. They won’t have too Bob Stokes 19,9, 22.41
Ailing Speartaum likely to mbo,
vacation. Saturday at 1:30 p.m. much trouble with Joe Wynne
the Saturday’s meet are Jh
they will take on College of San 18-0) and Kittle (6-0i.
Mateo at Spartan field and April
21 they will take on the Fresno
state junior varsity, also on Om
home field.
San Mateo will bring in virtually the Same team it used in last
,veek’s maidrangular at SJS,
sprint star Jim Cheatham has
been clocked regularly at 9.01
and 9.9 but he will have trl
all otst to beat Lloyd Murad
(9.7) or Dwight Middle-ton (941)
In the century.
The Los Angeles Dodgers are I the best catchers in the league.
The same runners will probably
’compete in the 220. Middleton has strong at every position. If they Although he doesn’t hit for 14
tictsted a 20.9 and Murad has gone- can go through the season with- highs average, he g.-t% clutch hits
out serious injuries they should that Will ball games.
:21.4.
Backing up Roseboro are Nom
I San Mateo is well fortified in be a cinch for the pennant.
the distanc events. Ralph Lee has ’ The Dodgers’ big four of Johnny Sherry (.2561, who wits off to .i
a 1:52.9 clocking to his credit ill Podres 118-51, Sandy Koufax (18- :good year last season until he was
the 880. He was timed at 4:19.21 13), Don Drysdale I13-10) and injured, and Doug Camilli (.250
in the mile last week in beating Stan Williams (15-121 are regard- I with Spokane), who was a holdout
ed as one of the best pitching fur most of the spring and mav
1Spartan Danny Murphy.
not stick around after the next
Behind Lee will he Mum Rut- staffs in baseball.
Without the left field screen in cuts are made.
land who has posted a I:57.8.
Ron Fairly 1.3221 seems to have
: Both Les. and Rutland mill base. the Coliseum to worry about they
. to go all out if they expect to should do even better this year. won the starting first base job
Joining the hig four are rook- from big Frank Howard 1.2961.
beat SJS’ Mike (ahem, (11:524).
ies Minstrel Hunter (6-8 with Behind Howard and Fairly is Tim
Tom Tune of the Spartahabes
I Harkness 1.256 with Spokanei
has turned in a I:58.0.
Iwho has always been in the shadoss
Bob Little posted a 14.8 high
of Gil Hodges and Norm Larker.
: hurdles time last week to beat
Jim Gilliam (.244) and Larry
I the Spartans’ Bob Taylor who has
Burright (.291 with Atlanta)
I a season best of 14.8.
will share- the seeond baste
San Jose is weak in the weight
chores.
events. San Mateo’s Bob Merl,.
Daryl Spencer 1.2481 will pmbIon SJS freshman last year, has,
ably be the regular third baseman.
tossed the shot 52 feet to head the,
lie is backed up by Andy Carey
invading San Mateo squad.
(.256) tux, Lee Walls 12801.
Larry Kennedy has thrown
The outfield is full of promise.
the high !whew! shot GO feet and
The Davis boys, Tom 1.2713) and
ha% tIPOied the high sel I discus
Willie (.254 I, along with Duke
170 feed. In last week’s meet
Snider 1.2964, Wally Moon 1.328,.
Merlo thress- the shot 50-71z to
Walls. Howard, and Fairly, will
take first place. Kennedy. was
switch around until Walt Alston
second with a toss of 19-131, and
finds the right combination.
Jim Willis of San Mateo was
Last year the Dodgers finished
third with a distance of 47-7.
second to Cincinnati although
Ron Miller of San Mateo has
they didn’t field their full e11111.
tossed the discus OVPT 350 feet.
piement of players most of the
:Last week he placed second to Al
WALLY MOON
season.
Dames of San Francisco ciel col... Dodger dandy . Snider broke his arm. Spencer
, kge, who set a new junior college
t’c-cord. Miller’s toss was 144-8. Omaha), Phil Ortega (4-14 with had a broken leg. Sherry was hurt
Kennedy placed third with a toss Spokane) and Pets- Richert (5- often, Roebuck had a sore arm.
Willie Davis crashed a wall and
of 140-7 and Menlo was fourth 10 ulth Spokane).
The bullpen is three deep even Tommy Davis had a bad hack.
with a 134-4 toss.
With the injuries anti the had
In the pole vault Spartan Roger with the departure of Dick Far\Verne (14-4N I will receive com- rell. Top man is Larry Sherry ball park the Dodgers couldn’t
petition from San Mateo’s Lee 14-4 with 12 saves). His 3.88 ERA win the pennant, this year will
Thompson (13-61, and Ralph was the second best on the relief be different. Their had luck
shouldn’t come back and they has..
corps.
Klumpp 113-0).
Backing up Sherry are Ron Per- a new park.
Lester Bond who leaped 24-0
PREDICTION: First Place.
In the- broad junip last week ranoski 17-5, 2.64 ERA) and Ed
tviti receive little eompetitlim ROPIRlek 12-01. Roebuck was unit
from Dave- Sanchez (21-0), (illry most of last season due to a sore
Bunnies Are Hopped Up
arm hut has regained his old form.
Dunkin and Cheatham.
On VIP
John Rosehoro (,251) is one of
Bob Lovejoy and Barry Rillict

.0 ti cis(’ ./ slates rreat miler
’41174i anti two-miler i9:05),

The Spartans hit the relays trail
beginriMg April 28. They are slated to eienpete in the Mt. San Antonio Relays in Walnut. Calif. on
that date. Subsequem meets in elude West Coast Relays I May
121, Coliseum Relays I May 18)
and the California Relay, at Mode:NJ .:tilaylti
Your Owi.,

’A Its Nut

ININIING POOL

SV4

Apartments for Met)

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

k
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lIlt
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1, is .2 Blocks to CampwKet:reation Hoorn

I
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FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
10TH & TULLY ROAD

ReservaUon helm{ taken no,
I a. Summer and Fall Terms.
CI’ 2

1,211 s.

Holidays emcluded

MAJOR lEAGUE PREVIEW
ki JOHN -1-IENIZy

S. I. TUROFF

THU
T 1-M
HAIR & SCALP CLINICS.
SAN

’

ill, 111/1111. Held.
at ter lie hail been eliniinated hum
In the Armed Forces meet, par- the competition.
ticipating teams will include AlCompeting for hlan Diego will
maden air force base, San Diego be ’Dram Carroll, a dash man
naval training center, Moffett uho should gin- the Spartans
field, Travis air force base, Ala- plo’iut of comiwtition. Ills best
meda coast guard. Vandenberg times are 4444 (440), 20.9 (220)
The Spartan (rush compete Lir force base and the Presidio of and 9.0 (100).
has done 47.0
against the College of San Mateo San Francisco.
In the 440-yard dash and 20.9
in a concurrent meet. Field events
Heading the Almaden contingent In the 220 tlds year.
for both meets begin at 1:30 pin. ,viii be Ed Taylor, a pule vaulter.,
The top service sprinter running
with the running events following /IP cleared 15 feet last week at
Saturday, however, will be ex at 2.
Spartan field competing unat- Spartan Bobby Poynter. Poynter
April 21 Coach Bud Whiter’,, tached. It was unofficial, however, who clucked 10.4
1100 meters) and
varsity tangle with Fresno state, since he accomplished the feat 20.6 (200
meters) last week for

Continental Short.;

by

HARRIS

The hest -fitting shorts you can own...
pleatless, beltless Continental waistband
and adjustable side tabs. Dress slack
tailoring.
(Fabrics Colors Sizes Prices)

$5 and $5.15
(1Ai’ffifj/tUIVAfe
FOR

-,---

mm n

,
PLUS Z. -)C Green Stamps

74promirommkum, Woommitell11111.6.

Director, California
Turoff Offices

S. I. Turoff Offers You Assurance of Results
protessionalls approsed treatment lor ...alp tension
II help you lase your scalp a 4.11/1MY. too groin hair! Don’t
1.1 simple deterrents like- elogged follicles or sluggish circulation stifle %our scalp’s natural urge t I, grow strong,
healthy hair!
What Are Treatments Like?
Briefly, Tureiff scalp treahltents are a scientific combination
et nitra-xiolet stimulation, exclusive laboratory-ereated.
clinically -tested formulae, spesial germicidal applieations
!old professional massage applied scientifically at regular
totem ale, Treatments are pleasant :and relaxing . . administered in ’whale.
Turoff Has a Record of Over 1 Million Treatments
The first step tee a healthier, thieker head of hair is ter consult with a TUROFF trained specialist. This free examination will determine If you are sone of tife Igi per e at that
’,ill benefit fr
TVIDWF treatment. If :sou are one of the
...ell group that vomited ite helped the free examination will
hfronine this and yam tint be told. Come in 1t hunt an
ippoltittnent. eonsultation Is In private. NO ctIAIllar,--NO
tillt,ATIlt IN. Find eist how this reliable method eon help
Not cheek Lining ha". II% 1.11‘117114. dandruff and grow thicker
( eiNsi 1.1 %Tins; . . SIEN OR WONIEN.
OVER THE MILLION MARK IN TREATMENTS GIVEN

are
I benefits
Other Stable
with God oral
aeatiOnS, pal

$

Spartan Spikers Meet Armed Forces

sports

’A(’
Stair.

N

Arrow

ii -6,4

-err

;141n

"PAR

It

hits the mark for
complete comfort
I

No matter what you do you’ll look
your best and feel your best wearing
an Arrow Ban-LON "Par."
It gives you the action of a knit
combined with a bright array
of colors and a soft absorbent hand.
Completely washabla.
Short sleeve*

$6.95

Chances are, you know that Greyhound fares are less than
any other form of public transportation. What you probably
don’t realize is how much less. fur a pleasant surprise,
check the money -saving Greyhound fares below. You’ll see
at a glance why it always pays to insist on exclusive
Greyhound Scenicruiser Service...and leave the driving to usi
Ni’c ’t,

(21 public transportation
EUREKA

One way 57 40. Round trip $13.32
SANTA ROSA

One way $2.65, Round trip $4.77
REDDING
One way 564?. Round trip $ll 56
CHICO

One way $5.13. Round trip $971
SACRAMENTO

One way $2.98, Round trip E5.36
ner,r er,r

-DARR OW:
Fr()III I he-

uteri,

Non’.

You iv’ 5110, roOrt

I n,

tares so low For example
MODESTO
One way $2.23. Round trip $4.01
FRESNO
One way $4.12, Round trip $6.70
BAKERSFIRLD

One way Wm. Round trip $11.45
SAN LUIS OBISPO
One way RR. Round tnp $7.92
70 Almaden Aim*
San Jose 10. California
CY 5-41s1
.

r
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Macleish’s 113.’
To Perform
Ends Performances
Easter concert featsring the
Cappella Choir
At SJS Saturday w.11
auditorium with the
A special

It
MacLeish’s
SJS run Saturday
night with it; 8:13 pm. performance in College Theater.
Performances will also he given
tonight and tomorrow night.
Archibald

The Symphony orchestra will
open the concert with the "Tragic" Overture.
It will he followed by the San
Jose State College A Cappella
Choir singing the "German Requiem." tinder the direction of
William J. Erlendson, professor

ammerem-omm.

WEDDING GOWNS
COCKTAIL DRESSES
OFF OR MORE
Sales & Rentals
twat ALSO BUY)

I FORMALS
1/2

I

of music.

Dressmaking .1 AlteraCon Serve

/i THE MAD HATTER
I 10 mm -5 p.ro Fr s 8 on,
37440 Fremonf

Btvd

J‘r

r!.4445

The University of Redlands
Concert band, currently on its
third annual tour, will perform
tomorrow night at 8:15 at the
Grace Baptist church Fellowship

The all-Brahms program. di rested by Sandor Salgo, conductor and musical director, is
,ipen to the public without
charge.

Tickets may he ,ibris:ned at
the College Theatre- ho’ office,
Fifth and San Fri:wind,
1-5 p.m. and nights.

I

Brass-baritone Dr. Edwin Dunning, assistant professor of music, and soprano Marie Gibson.
of Los Angeles, will be soloists
in the choir’s performance of
the "German Requiem."

...teller: it comes to
Artists Supplies .. .

Dr. Dunning, head of the SJS
opera workshop, is a member of
the San Francisco Cosmopolitan
Opera co. and has performed
with other companies in Chi-

cago,

New

Orleans,

Original Sin

1962 repertoire. Selections appropriate to the Lenten season
will also be included in tomorrow’s concert.

Diana Nielsen takes her dance
stance as the Ram in "OrigSan Francisco Ballet’s

Featured soloists are soprano
Patricia McNay, harpist Eileen
Beerman, pianist James Adam-s
and trumpeter Larry Ashurst.
Under the direction of Prof.
James R. Jorgenson, the 45member band programs an average of 20 concerts each year and
sponsors clinics with well-known
artists and guest soloists.
Recognized as one of the leading concert bands in the West,
the UR band is made up of approximately 30 per cent music
majors and the remaining 70
per cent represent all areas of

inal Sin." The ballet company will perform in Morris
Dailey auditorium April 30
at 8:15 p.m. Students and
other members of the college
community may pick up free
tickets in the strident affairs
business office, TH16, tomorrow through April 25, Ticket
holders will be admitted before 8:05 p.m. the night of
the show so they can get
"reserved- seats. The general
public may buy tickets_ for
$1.50 after April 25.

Detroit.

"Don t wartI’ve already ordered seat
Dr Thomas I
belts for my. car "
Gray, Director, &IS Student Health Serv
ice
EASTER GIFT IDEAS VISIT

FOR

ST. JOSEPH’S
SHOP

. . . Good Eggs
eltIlle

to

study.

Drama Class Gives
Play Scenes Today
are directed by Maria
graduate student.

Scenes from a modern French
comedy and a 19th century English play will be performed by
members of a stage directing
class during today’s Studio Hour
in Studio Theater at 3:30 p.m.
The pertormances, produced as
a class activity, are staged in
frill costume, lighting and setThe English play, directed by
Junior language art.s student

Marty Nedom. concerns the
tragic life of a former army
major who was kicked out of
I he service. The major comes to
America and, after a series of
disappointments, turns to drink.

ARTISTS’ SUPPLIES
PICTURE FRAMES
PAINTS & WALLPAPERS

2 Stores
112 So. 2n,1 St.
cy 2-1.147

EASTER CARDS
Mr:IOUS SUPPLIES
GIFTS AND ROOKS

arid

49

W

San Fernando
Phone 295-2130
Joe, ea. of St Joseph’s Church

Valley Fair Shopping Center
_

SUMMER JOBS
in EUROPE
WAY TO
THE
SEE & ’!;/-e. EUROPE
For Summer lots or Tours Write: AMERICAN STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE

Turns ds a Liberte rusemoilig City Grand Duchy of

1.5(10 Si Iir,1k.

cit.

.

Luxembourg

.

Master
JEWELERS

Students

the town.
The French comedy toys with
the idea that civilization and humanity are in danger because
money has become king over
the people. Those with money

-p

CT 7-0920
72 S. FIRST ST.
FREE PARKING S( cond Street Entrance
SEE ALL OUP. EXCITING STYLES ON

11111111121111=111111111=

On

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
For Quick Dependable
Service Come to

SJS CENTEREDThe music talents of an SJS professor and two
graduates will be exhibited on the Mu Phi Epsilon San Jose
alumnae chapter’s concert Sunday. Above are (IA Mary Anne
Sanfilippo, Stanley Hollingsworth and Clorinda di Lonardo.

Sorority Concert Features
SJS Prof’s Music Sunday
Three musical works written
student and present
professor at SJS will be performed on Mu Phi Epsilon’s San
Jose alumnae chapter’s concert
Sunday at the de Saisset art
gallery of the University of Santa Clara at 3 p.m.
The national professional music sorority’s concert will feature works written by Stanli.
Hollingsworth, assistant profe,sor of music.
SJS senior Rowland Schwab,
of Los Gatos, will also perform
on clarinet obbligato two Schubert songs.
Other featured performers on
the program are Mary Anne
Sanfilippo and Clorinda di tonardo. both SJS graduates.
Sopranoist Miss Lonardo, who
has done extensive opera work
in San Francisco, will sing
Verdi’s "0 cieli azzurri," with
piano accompaniment.
Hollingsworth’s Four Songs to
Words by Emily Dickinson will
also be sung by Miss Lonardo.
with accompaniment by string
quintet and harp.
"I. ulla by." from HollingsI
opera based on Hans

by a former

Christian Andersen’s fairy lid,
"The Mother," will be presented
by Miss Lonardo.

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santo Clara
......

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
Cl’press 2.7726

Armour Star
Fresh
HEN TURKEY

major’s dausfhter’s beast.

NEV’ YORK (UPI, Be cautious of an advertised price obviously far below the going Price
for the same product or set-vice.
cautions the Association of Better
Business Bureaus.
"It may be too good to be true."
the association said. The best buy
insurance, says the association:
patronize companies you know. If
you don’t know the company, ask
your friends or do some shopping
around.

POSITIVELY THE

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

Ib

and lean
Center cut
PORK CHOPS

lb. 78

Fresh and fender
CUBE STEAK

lb.

Fresh

TOP QUALITY

SAHARA OIL CO.

444114 .14471

Second and William

FREE MILK
ii

EVERY TOP SIRLOIN DINNER
I ot- lit

cquired RevotauPaitt
207 smith 1..t strut

WHY BE UNCOUTH AND DISHEVELED WHEN YOU CAN

UA*t,a4
eilkti 4. (G0,0)M

29

You can purchase your
LaTorre at the Student$
Affairs Business Office

TH 16
Unt11

delivery date on Carnput

85c

IN TOWN

school days*
left to buy LaTorre!

6

35s

FRYERS

"I never drive unless the seatbelts are
fastened, including those of the passengers. Everyone should use them."
.
Mrs Margaret Warhurst, S1S Assoc.
Prof. of Home Economics and Education

with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
for 1962.

,,430

Fresh local

Some Bargains Aren’t

down ihe sewer drain.
1.1 iv’s selections

$

Hopped Up

VIP

his wife, and Pat King as mother
of the

Greeks
Sports
independents
Queens
Personalities
fori I- tiNler
jl’A FLIER

the

the major, Gretchen Greene as

The solution for the world’s
salvation is made by a group of
mad women in a Paris sewer.
The half-mad women decide to
execute all the wicked people
in the world by pushing them

Only

in

Are

his daughter, Kathy Dunne as

have power, while those without
it lose their individuality and
become mechanical.

CT 7-0920
72 S. FIRST ST.
Another 4reard Winning Design
from Son
.’firard

performing

English play are Steve West as

Suffering under illusions of
fnandeur and living A fake lifn
based upon his great past, the
egotistical major evokes the
hatred of his wife and daughter.
Selections from the play which
will be performed by the students include a scene which
takes place when the major retUrra; home after a big night on

Wide,

Acting as mad women in the
French play are Bonnie Roseveare as the Countess Aurelia,
Gina Wyckoff as the aggressive
Madam Constance. Lee Ruggles
as the coy Mademoiselle Gabrielle, Joan Lankenau as the
brainy Madam Josephine. Penny
King plays the only sane woman
in the play, Irma. the devoted
young friend of Countess Aurelia.

ting.

at

Bunnies

and San Fernando sts.
Classic musical literature as
well its contemporary compositions are included in the band’s
Hall 10th

Connecticut and Pittsburg.
Dunning
Pennsylvania - born
joined the SJS music facult>.
e years ago.

A program id muaic by
Mahler
and Schubert will be
presented
by music students at
today,
11:30 a.m. survey of
music lit.
erature class in concert
’Me class is open to all Hall.
inter.
ested persons.
Performers are
Michael
(-hang, Dick Woodruff.
William
Galbraith, Lou Pulls, Stephen
Gebhart and Roger \Terrill.

At San Jose

SJS A

be held at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in civic
San Jose Symphony’s third program of the current season.

will end its

Musical Program
Scheduled Today

University’s
Band To Stop

Symphony

12. ifs

BEETHOVEN
ssefe

-

Minimum cover charge to enjoy the fine
rompany of Beethoven,
Bach and Brahrns! We have the’m
,oHon sweatshirts in grey only,
..ize!, small and medium.
HALES YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP,
SECOND FLOOR

am
.day
matopr
irem.,
mays
’tic lit.
rt Hall.
11 inter.
Michael
William
Stephen
-rill
id Up

’Study -Fun’ Theme
For Hawaiian Tour
pun. .11*/

I

and

t

oyed by coeds joning the sixmes "study -fun" tour of hawaii
this summer.
Delta
mrs, Robert McCroskey,
housemother, will
Gamma sorority
from
escort the tour eminatIng
McCroakey’s
san Jose State. Mrs.
4roup will join 500 young women
ton other campuses across the

obit:

REPAIR
s

10011 & Santa Clara

CV 2.0462

Limited space is still available

lb 430
lb 350

and students may obtain further
information

by

contacting

Mrs

McCroskey, CV 2-7303.

,b 780
lb 850

RENT A BIKE
Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly

All Light-Weight Models
MEN’S
WOMEN’S
..\V for Ft....t.mations

Call

PALM BOWL
Carlos
CY 4-2810

PAUL’S CYCLES

1523 W. San

CT 3-9766

1435 The Alameda

EASTER SPECIAL
14R

Shampoo Set
Haircut
STYLING BY "JOHN.

$5

"ANDY," and

VICKIE

Look Your Lovalitist in a New 1962 "Dancing Hair" Fashion
Ear/naively at
Opt
Thurs. & Fri.
Until 9:00 P.M.

’1/.c I.

253 So. 2nd

9S

CY 7-8552
II.

EASTER!
Happy
Easter Eggs ,1
to
You!

Ii:,.’ ii..

API

:nal Ion and applicotii,ri.
as ailatoitr in (’11146, the
science office.
’rhe law test is administe:
the Educational Testing s i
Princeton. N.J. Application.s
San Jose State students did a reach Princeton by April 14. Lu
little less well in the writing and rally the exam can be taken at
I
general background sections of the Stunk,’ d in,
test, scored separately, according ,....rsity
to Dr. Norton.

Eighteen students scored at or
above the average on general
background, and only 13 at or
above the average in writing.

HAWAIIAN DREAMS
Sue Oliver,
Delta
education major, suns herself on her
surfboard dreaming of her summer in Hawaii.
Sue will join the six-week Howard Tour eminatGamma

ing from San Jose State and escorted by her
sorority housemother Mrs. Robert McCroskey.
pb.a

I,, 501,

Students Go Home

New York City Teachers Strike
For Pay Raise; Picket Schools
NEW YORK I UP! I-Thousands classrooms yesterday morning and
of public school students were sent I were encouraged to do so by pickethome yesterday and rioting closed? ing teachers, who began to march I
one school shortly after disgruntled outside schools in the five boroughs
teachers in the nation’s largest at 6:30 a.m. Many classes were beschool system had struck for higher ing conducted in orderly fashion
salaries.
by teachers who crossed the United
Picket lines began assembling at Federation of Teachers picket lines
6.30 am, and a spokesman fin. the or by supervisory employees.
United Federation of Teachers,
ONE SCHOOL f’LOSED
which called the strike, said he exHowever, 2300 students who were
pected every school in the city
gathered in the auditorium at Sewwould be picketed.
ard high school became rowdy
The UFT, which claims a memwhen the hell rang for the combership of 15.000, is the elected ’
mencement of classes. The 15 nonbargaining agent for the city’s 40.striking teachers in charge were
000 public school teachers. The
unable to control the students and
union voted in favor of the strike,
six policemen were called.
which had been threatened for the
past two weeks, at a mass meeting
!participating in the strike was not
Tuesday night in St. Nicholas
known. George Washington high
arena.
’ reported only 52 of 127 teachers
SLIM STRIKE VOTE
in attendance while Manhattan
Less than 5000 UFT members high reported 100 per
cent teacher
participated in the balloting and attendance.
the strike was approved by a narThe teachers, who voted to strike
row margin of 313 votes.
The Board of Education reported
that the teaching staff’s at a number of the city’s 840 schools were
so reduced by the strike that older
students whose parents were not
ASH petitions for spring elecworking were sent home. All tions are now available in it
...hoots were open, the board said, College Union, 315 S. Ninth ,
but attendance was limited to 40
and may be picked up no latei
pupils for each teacher.
than tomorrow.
Most students reported to their
Students who plan to seek ASH

Election Petitions
Available in Union

offices must fill out forms and
return them to the Union by 4
p.m., April 25.
There will be an oriental.,
meeting for candidates April .
Ni, definite time or place h.
’wen announced.
Pan American Week is being
Elections are set for May
celebrated this week at SJS. The
Library’s contribution to the event
is an exhibit of Mexican and South
American books, costumes, and
Though vacation will begin tojewelry in the display cases of the
morrow, Weekend Co-Rec will be
south wing.
Among the unusual and brightly in full swing Saturday beginnin,
colored exhibits are hand-woven at 12:30 p.m. for those unable
Mexican serapes; three carved get away from town.
The women’s gym will feature
masks made of soft wood by the
Tarascan Indians of Lake Pats.- badminton, volley ball, shulii.
cuaro in Mexico. Decorative Chil- hoard, table games, ping !mind
ean pottery; Mexican coins and a 4 -square, all co-educational acti.
metal replica of a porphyry Aztec ties.
In the men’s gym, basketball,
calendar stone are also included
swimming
1-4 p.m.), and tramIn the display.
1:30-3:30 p.m.I
will be
One entire case features travel poline
books, publications of Pan Amer- offered during the weekend fare.
Admission to the event must be
icanism, Latin-American bibliogby ASH card.
raphies.

2544 to 2231, face loss of their j(.l.
under the state Condon-Wadi ,
bill. They currently earn $4800
$8600 a year and have been offer,
wage increases totaling $28 rm.
lion--a $700 annual increase.
union’s final demand was for
creases totaling $53 million.
John J. Theobald, superintentlei.
said

of schools,

the

Thirty SJS students have taken
the test, and 20 had scones above
the lung-run average of 500 Two
SJS students placed above the
90th percentile, while the 29 all
, placed above the 57th percentile.
said Dr. Norton.
I
The law schol admission test is
l required for admission to most
American law schools. It will be-

said

schools are closed.

APAHTMENTs
1111 NH U.
$125.00 Flat Hate

Spartan Rental
Service

185 So. 9th -

long line bras

$811.00
$90.00
$100.00

and up

studen,

would have to make up time lost .

Bra Sale

2-13EURM. APARTMENTS

2 Students
3 Students
4 Students

forbidding strikes by public Cr
He

r

Special
Summer Rates

clearly illegal under a state 1;.
ployees.

,

Bunnies Are Hopped Up
On VIP

sttike

that

--41ECINey

Price
also:
New Stock Summer
Cottons

15" "
-Audrey

Threii Shop

ANTONIO
Corner of Market

85 W. SAN

7-8877

_

Check your opinions against rhi’s Campus Opinion Poll #9,,

Has the Berlin crisis increased
the likelihood of military service for you?

Library Display
Features Mexico,
South America

’Co-Rec Set Saturday
Despite Spring Break

from the staff of the

Spartan
Bookstore
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

liPAITAN DATT.T-7

12. 12

admission test in November and
Februtay, have placed well above
the national average, according to
lir. Theodore M. Norton, pre-law
adviser and asistant professor ol
political science.

The tour includes five sightseeing trips in Honolulu, parties,
fashion shows, dinner-rances, cultural events, boating and beach
sports events on Waikiki beach,
Mrs. McCroskey said.

The University, which offers a
wide range of courses is particularly noted for such is
courses as dances of Hawaii, foods
of the pacific, costumes of Asia,
Zen Buddhism and conversational
Cantonese.

April

Students Place High
In Pre-law Tests

la
i SI 110’h 011
Howard
Tour.
The group will fly to and from
Honolulu by jet according to Mrs.
McCroskey. Total cost of the tour
Including travel and living expenses is $589.

Coeds will have a choice between campus dormitory residence
at the University of Hawaii or
apartment living at Waikiki beach.
In addition, Mrs. McCroskey
said, students may enroll at the
University of Hawaii summer session. They may earn up to six
units of credit, either undergraduate or graduate.

,PAIR
NC,

ITV

Thursday.

1-7, NO

DYES

O With an exam
coming up...

0 would you study and get a
E. or

keep a big date and settle for C’

C.

less than 1 month

7. less than 1 Year

fp,

7 more -1

Here’s how 1029 students at 100 colleges voted! "1.
Expect more...
get more from
Hop into TICO’S tonight and have your pre-Easter celebration. It’s going to be a long vacation so you’d
better fill up with a DeLuxe Combination for only $1.50. While you’re there, stock up on Tacosenough for
the trip home, or even the entire Easter holiday. Happy Egg Day.

Tico’s Tacos

4% cud St. Jamis

The rich -flavor leaf among
LAM’ s choice tobaccos gives
you more body in the blend
...more flavor in the smoke
. more taste through the
filter. Get lots more-- I &Mt

WWI la

./.114

.01foolo 01 o),t/ Medi otim
alcload is,; eliaieBra ferny
si4/97-1,09JO43Od

M

Why Be A Waitin’ Wabbit

CY 7-8421

WITT

%Or JettA.

11ig-tean

uerri ;mai
i uew ssai
laid ssal

Yo6 -411JOW I

igot
C,09
JIM

Get with the Grand Prix.

Step dada srna
Aprils lor

%Of
NO/

. Enter today, enter incessantly!

ow
SOL W

1

----ew+1111111111111
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Seat Belts Installed Christian Leader
Today, Tomorrow In India To Speak

Thursday, April 12, 1962

Professor’s Experimental Clinic
Develops Avid Child Readers
Children can be taught to appreciate and develop their reading ability to a remarkable degree, according to results of an
experimental clinic initiated by an
SJS educator.
Robert E. Newman. assistant
professor of education, operates an
individualized reading class every
Tuesday and Wednesday for 40
children in the second, third am’
fourth grades.
The clinic is designed to impress
upon the children the excitement
to be found in reading. OUldren
were selected for the clinic wh’’
are up to school average in reading ability, but do not read
their spare lime.
"I’ve never had a course it
which the students were moo
interested," Professor Newman
stated.
Average gain in the children’s
reading ability has been 1,2 year
after 10 hours of clinical guidance.
One parent, whose child considered reading a chore to be done:
under protest before the clinic,
says now "when he reads he expects to find something exciting
about the book. He has visited the
bookmobile and library during the
summer." During the last weeks
of the clinic "he read vollintaril:.
Bunnies Are Hopped Up
On VIP

at every opportunity and was very
proud of the number of pages he
could cover at one sitting."
This is the third year Professor
Newman has operated the clinic.
Sessions are held in the SJS library after the children are dismised from school in the afternoon.
Twenty SJS students enrolled in
Education 107 serve as staff members. providing individual instruction and gathering a selection of
books from which the children
,’Iay choose.

SUNDAY, APRIL 15
Hear
Redlands University Trio
ROGER WILLIAMS AND MARY"
recording
Meeting at 6:15 p.m.

FOCUS

Church Services:
nas a.m., WOO mm., 7:30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
404 E. San Fernando
JOHN U. AKERS
REV. GEORGE
Pastor
COLLINS
Co:higa Chaplain

READING IS FUN
Linda
Guerra, junior elementary education major, shows a selection
of books to grammar school
students enrolled in an experimental reading clinic at the
photo by Dm (Isenberg
college.

a

Job Interviews will be held in the
Placement office, Adm234, unless specified otherwise. Appointment lists are
put out in ad
of the interview.
Students are requested to sign up early.
North American Aviation. inc.:
electrical, mechanical. aeronautical, civil and chemical engineering majors, physics and mathematics majors. 353 S. Fifth St.
Alameda County Probation
dept.: majors in social science, for
the position of deputy probation
officer trainee. 353 S. Fifth st.
Minnespotb6MoneyweU Regulator co.: mechanical and electrical
, engineering majors, physics ma-

creefingi

Worship Sunday
At One Of These Nearby

55 W Son Fernando

MINISTRY

Methodist Churches

Sunday Masses:

300 So. 10th Strife+

Per Meaningful Existence

FIRST
Santa C.a-a I OA
Us., 430 & II a.m.
Topic:
Forcpwanes:
of the Cron"

11:15, 12:15, and
7:30 evening Mass

Topic.
P
’ Goo.
of

(Holy Saturday Evening)

Canterbury

EASTERTIDE SERVICES:

TRINITY
EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

Spartan Tri-C
an Antonio

81 North 2nd Street
Good Friday:
Noon to 3:00 p.m.
TM RT. AM JAMES A PIKE
Preacher

Sunday, 9:45 - - Seminar
5:45 p.m. - - Meeting
Coming: Hume Lalse Conference
May 11, 12, 13
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
3 R. mod. hen. apt.
4’1

So,

11.1.

CHRISTIAN

1

884.50
;shed studlo epertmenq for 2. Ne.
.niture. carpeted. draped +nein
& refrigerator, built-in vaTO PLACE AN AD:
heated swim pool. i mfle frn:
Ca11 of Student Affair% Office-’7, ego. City bus line and nalRoom le, Tower Hall, or
-1. SUNNY COURT APARTM
Seed in Handy Order Blank
ections: Frorn E. Santa C..5,
wth Check or Money Ordr.
- ...II on 24+h St. Drive
No Phone Orders
,
Sunny Court turn ’.
yards to 1243 Sunny Cr. Mr.. Apt.
FOR SALE
Fur& Apse, for in.., large MOTT, rePA,
Motor bike. Erc. cond. I yr. old. New just reduced. Swim pool. 686 So. 8th
AN 6.8972 after 6 p.m.
CV 3-11864.
’SI Cher.
rt. RH, good top and
Wonted
1, !n5’)0. Phone AN 92426.
10 speed bike. Will pay cesh. Call Glo
Guitar Harmony classic V2 year old, at 293-9305.
f 14411,
SERVICES
’54 Hillman Cant. All or parts. Needs
rrani.haft. New parts, top & interior. Typing-4ns papers, reports, thesis. a+
Ge....,roe. CV 7.9752.
CV I h7’
’SI Triumph TR-O. $600.
TRANSPORTATION
292.6969.
P
’
1
^
1,
L.A. *ma
’64 Olds WI 2-dr. hdtop.. hop con++! A
s ’ AN 4 4
cnrtd. W. Cool, CV 4-2927.
PERSONALS
5195
kr
:944
sire
$310
ling
new
Like
mist se,. 211 E. San Fernando St. Ape Will the people who painted red anO
10 ef,nr 7 p.m.
b.,,e ne,4, dots on 9.1r house p".re
’61 Vow*, good coed. Best offer. Plinne ’ale them eway? They re driving
crazy!!! Ed B94.111-191, B17.11 Graham Pat
r-’1’ 2 6299.
I I th
()Grady 253
’ST MGA. Wire wheels. radio. Top ran.
NILP
WANTED
- MALI
ilion. Must sel’. CV 5.1059.
----Softball
Players:
We
need
’NI Yeses, w/sisield, carry.ell, runs good. several utility Ten to a catcher end
play on churd,
5,50 or best offer. CL 1.7965
and AA City League team Hardball a..
patience ar/epted. Confer. John NieMETALS
man CV 3 9966
Summer rotes new: A new apartment
LOST AND POUND
it-irri 7 end 3 inelrms., onehalf isli to
io CV 4.0667 or r.:1’ 7.9144
lOn bIor,l C,
Last: On. So. 11th
Across from men’s gym Joseph worker medal Cl’ 3-9113 or,
Men V
313 So 11th.
leave
301 So 5111 Si. CV 7 1 7513,

EASTER:
7:00 are. Holy Communion
9.11 a.m. Holy Communion
with music. Sermon by
REV. W. B. MURDOCK
Rector

GRACE BAPTIST
CHURCH
10,1, 8, Son Fnrnando
EASTER SERVICES:
8:45 and 11:00 a.m.
Sermon:
"OUR SHARE IN HIS
DESTINY"
Also:
AN EASTER DRAMA
"WHAT THINK YE OF
CHRIST?"
7-30
JOHN AKERS Past,
GEORGE L. COLLINS
Baptist Campus Pastor
IA TO r’
Baptist)

EASTER SERVICES:

Presbyterian
Congregational

BETHEL CHURCH
ASSEMBLY OF GOD

After You Die?"

Service’s

370 So 3rd Street

1670 Moorpark Ave.

EASTER SUNDAY

GOOD FRIDAY:

Duplicate services:

Services 12.00 - 3 p.m.

9:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School:
10:00 a.m.
CHOIR CANTATA
7:00 p.m.
"FROM DARKNESS TO
LIGHT"

EASTER SERVICES:
8:15, 9:30, 11:00 a.m.
Senior Choir will sing
"WORTHY IS THE LAMB"
from Handel’s "Messiah"

FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH
5th L E. Santa Clara
EASTER WORSHIP:
8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A.m.
Easter music by
the
Sanctuary Choir
Sermon:
WE BELIEVE IN THE
TRIUMPH OF THE SPIRIT’

San Jose
invites YOU as a worshipping
collegian so the

"OH, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL
MORNING!"
Insr.r.ni Arillsrns end Se’’,
el Both Services

Sermon:

Welcomes You to Its

CHURCH

Sermon:

a.m.

FIRST IMMANUEL
LUTHERAN
CHURCH

FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH

EASTER WORSHIP:
9:00 & 11:00 a.m.

9:30 and 11:00

"What Happens to You

Disciples

FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN
411 N. 3rd Street
Phil W. Barrett, D.D., Minister
Don W. Munro, Assistant Pastor

ST. PAUL’S
METHODIST
CHURCH
10th and Son Carlos

Midnight Mass Easter

James C.
Ethereoe.
Minister

RV,.

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Methodist Student Center)
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.
CV 2-3707
5th and Santa Clara
J. Benton White, Campus Minister

3rd &

UNITED CAMPUS

6, 7, 8, 9, 10 (High Mass),

ST. PAUL’S
IOM at San Salve
dors 11:00 am

jor.. 353 S. Fifth st.
Pitman-Moore co., (division of
Dow Chemical co.I Science or
business administration m a i or s
for medical service representative
positions. 353 S. Fifth St.
Cupertino elementary se No 0 1
(Santa Clara county’: elementa*
school teacher candidates.
Alum Rock elementary school
(Santa Clara county’: elementary
school teacher candidates.
To make suede gloves look
fresh, rub gently with the finegrained side of an emery board.
-

ter

ST JOSEPH’S
CATHOLIC
CHURCH

Donald A. Getty,
Mister

Roger Williams
Fellowship

1111.ft.

At 11:30 this morning in Memorial Chapel. Clifton Robinson, executive director of International
Christian leadership in India. will
speak on "Christianity as a Revolutionary Force."
The talk will he one of a series
of on-campus lectures sponsored
by Collegiate Christian fellowship.
According to John NicWilliam.
Tri-C president. Robinson will tell
of his experiences and acquaintances with India’s national political leaders and give his experiences showing communist influence in India.

Job Interviews

keligiou.6
Opyintiption4

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first iRS194011
20c a line succedlna insertions
2 line minimum

Seat belt installation services
will be available today and tomorrow in preparation for the Easter
holidays in the parking lot adjacent to the cafeteria at $1.50 a
belt.
Auto seat belts are being sold in
the Spartan bookstore and the
Student Affairs business office,
TH16. during April "Safety Belt
Month."
Due to the Easter vacation, no
seat belt installation services will
be offered next week.

ST. PATRICK’S
CATHOLIC
CHURCH
9th and E. Santa Clara

CITY WIDE
EASTER SERVICE
11:00 a.m. Civic Auditorium
Largest indoor Easter Service
in Northern California

Schedule of Masses for Easter:

Hear the significance of
"EASTER IS BEGINNING
AGAIN"
by CL11114C1 R. SANDS P D

7, 8, 9, 10, 11 (High Mass)

Midnight
(Holy Saturday Evening)
12:15, and 7:00 p.m

Spartaguide
.34.041.orn Pl, meeting.
TODAY
AlICE-IRE, meeting, LILO, 2:30 1:30 p.m.
p.m.
Newman Club, Stations
of th,
Spartan Chi, meeting, cafeteria Cmss. St.
Patrick’s ehu Feli
p.m.
B.
7
and
rooms A
and Santa Clam sts., 7:30 s,. ;Ttintil
Women’s Recreation AMA, ridSong Girl and Veil
ing. WC. patio, 3:30 p.m.; tennis.
try.
outs, Morris Dailey Leatter,
WG patio, 4:30 p.m.
atjahooto,
Humanities club, speakers Dr. 7 p.m.
David Edgell, Dr. E. P. Panago- ’POMORIROW
poulos and Dr. Peter Koestenbinim
t’o-iter, weekend Co-Rec. rim,
on "Impressions of Europe," caf- and
women’s gym. 12:30-4:30
eteria facutly room, 7:30 p.m.
pin.
Newman Club, Sadie Hawk’,
Hawaiian club, meeting to plan
pm. 1 Engincem
Tllf26
o c,h7em
25 cents for members ow
luau.dance,
forsociet)
50 cents for non-members,
Nee.
,
,
t
s
man hall, 79 S. Fifth
election of officers. E125. 8 p.m.
9-1 ars
StudentchklasoActiftpti)la,teirt:IpoofrtaAnmemrlkan
-------meet About eight of every 10
family homes built in 1962 willme.
be
inglfriT-CH2. (1spe. 1a3k0erp.Cmlifton Robinson, of single-story style. accosting to
Memorial Chapel. 11:30 a.m.-12:30 j housing experts of allied Chein,,
lical’s Barrett division.
p.m

Beauty Care
At Low, Low Prices
All work done by qualified
students tinder supervision.

SULLIVAN
ns

("1
13 EAUTY COLLEGE

West San Fernando St.

CY 54516

----..111111111111

Ions of ow
arch, Niro
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alalltorium
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

rag.

dy World’s Fair Will Salute
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eie4

U.i-4:30 pen,
tie liawkos
ember; and
them.
9-1 prit
10 04,.
1962 %ill be
Crording ,0
[lied Chem -

SPACE AGE MONORAIL which will bring sightseers from downtown siattle to the World’s Fair
for the fair opening
pounds is nearing romplet

1.9116

April 21. This is only one of the many "Century
21" projects which will be operating for the convenience of fair attenders.

Annual Honor

Prof, Student

Group Begins Award To Report
For Faculty Scholar On S.F. Bay
Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic honorary society, will present
an annual Faculty Scholar of the
fear award this year for the first
time. The SJS chapter plans to
-

Foreign Students’
Grants Available
Thlee seholaiships hase been
made available to San Jose State
forma students for the first time,
according to Don Ryan, assistant
lathe dean of students.
Foreign students may obtain
more information by contacting
Ryan’s office, Adm269. Applications must be submitted by April
16
One scholarship is for $100 and
sponsored by the Spartan Spears,
tophomore women’s honorary
society.
The International Student Center is sponsoring two $50 scholar-

continue with the award and make
it an annual presentation.
The award, scheduled to be made
at the Phi Kappa Phi initiation
banquet May 24, will be given on
the basis of distinguished scholarly
contribution by a faculty member
to his field. Selection criteria will
include material published. academic awards, grants, or other evidence of national recognition.
An award committee, composed
of Dr. Brant Clark, chairman and
professor of psychology. Dr. Alfred
W. Einarsson, professor of physics,
Dr. Retold P. Miller, former head
of the English department. Warren
W. Fails, head of the Art department, and Norman 0. Gunderson,
dean of engineering, will consider
the record of faculty achievement
during the past five years in making this year’s selection.
An initiation banquet will be
held May 24, the same day as the
Honors Convocation scheduled for
Morris Dailey auditorium. Dr. Henry S. Commanger will be guest
speaker at the convocation.

Prof. Poytress Sets
Economics Discussion
William it, Poytress, professor!
of economies at SJS, and a faculty I
member for the past 39 years, will
address the April 27 luncheon of
hr Sall Jose
Chamber of Corntwee on l he topic. "California
and the (".mmon Market."
PoYirr says he plans to cover
the history of the two economic
combines in Europe (the Outer I

He pointed to French President
Charles de Gaulle’s aide ind his
suggestion in 1960 that rrance
should fear any entanglement in
the common market.
Now, France is one of six countries in the new European Ecomimic community which includes:
West Germany, Belgium. Boland
and Luxemburg. Poytress says he
is still curious what made the Dc
Gaulle government change
mind so fast on the matter of
staying with the market.

its

Student Summer
Loans Available

WILLIAM H. POYTRESS
... to speak
and Inner six), trace their
and suggest possible imPlic4tifms both political and mill"en

Students May borrow up to a
total of $300 for suminer session
work, according to Don Ryan, assistant to the dean of students.
A limited amount of funds have
been made available. Ryan said.
Loans up to $180 arc offered
for the six -week session and up to
$120 for the four -week session.
To qualify for a loan, students
must have a over-all grade point
average of 2.75 and must either
be a full time student this semester or plan to be one next fall.
More information may he obtained by contacting Ryan’s office, Adm269.

Captive Americans
Level with Cubans

Ile will then
jump to the United
whAve he will discuss the
POMPANO 11 E A t* Il
1Proeity Trade Agreement of Fred Dickson jr., one of the seven
and California’s possible fn. American treasure hunters picked
hme role in
Cuban authorities when
if Europe, the common markets up by
their ship capsized off the Cuban
tbs..8rn{, People look with fear at coast. said,
eornmon markets. They see
"We decided right there on the
d’S
possible military and hearth TO be as honest as we could
I it
threat." said Professor be with Ow Cubans. I behove they
birillatild Us."

1>Nt"

Dr. Robert E. Arnal, associate
professor of geology and John Conomos, a graduate student in geology, will speak on their joint study
of San Francisco bay to the Geology Society of America, meeting at
USC during Easter vacation.
The San Francisco bay research
project of Dr. Arnal and Conomos
was started last September. Some
50 stations were established to collect samples of water and bottom
sediments.
The stations were located south
of San Mateo bridge.
Measurements completed or still
being made Include water temperature, depth, grain, size of sediments, organic content of the sediments, as well as the water content
and mineralogical content composttion to be studied by X-ray analysis.
Dr. Arnal and Conomas are also
trying to determine the number of
bottom -dwelling organisms, including microorganisms and their distribution and abundance.
In another phase of the project,
studies will he made of the chem.
istry of the waters, including use
of radioactive elements as possible
tracers of sediment transport and
subsurface current patterns.
According to Dr. Arnal, it is
hoped that it will be passible to
determine the rate of sedimentation in the bay.
Also to be determined are the
origin of the sediments and ecology
of the bay’s bottom-dwelling organisms in general.
From this study, Dr. Arnal said,
it is hoped that insights into the
geological history of the area can
he obtained.

Space Age ’Century 21’
By BOB PACINI
What will life be like in the year 2000?
The first space age world’s fair will attempt to give an answer
when the Seattle World’s Fair, with its theme of "Century 21," opens
April 21.
More than 10 million visitors are expected to visit Seattle to see
the $100 million international exposition, the first to be held in the
United States in 23 years.
Appropriately, the symbol of the fair is the giant, slender space
needle, topped by a rotating restaurant.
Rising 602 feet above Seattle, the unusual and dramatic structure
is the tallest building west of the Mississippi.
’EYE OF NEEDLE’
The "eye of the needle" restaurant and observation deck are
about 500 feet above the ground and revolve a full 360 degrees
each hour.
Three elevators will carry passengers to the top of the needle
in 43 seconds.
For the more energetic, a thread-like staircase winds among
the slim, structural legs of the tower.
The "Century 21" exhibit is unique in that it will not review
man’s past achievements, but will, instead, attempt to give insights
into man’s future.
It’s also an attempt to stimulate the age of space as man looks
to the years ahead and the miles above.
"Century 21," covering 75 acres, is divided into five "worlds."
WORLD OF SCIENCE
The World of Science is dominated by the US, science pavilion,
for which congress appropriated $9 million.
It is probably the most complete and authentic science display
ever assembled. showing current scientific progress and its effect
on man.
A highlight of the science pavilion is the Boeing "spacearium,"
a new visual system in a dome that will take fair visitors on a simulated flight through the solar system and beyond.
Other scientific exhibits demonstrate the role of science in the
service of man and scientific achievement in the space age.
The World of Century 21, located in the massive, four-acre Century 21 pavilion, contains the fair’s theme exhibit, how man will live
in the year 2000.
BUBBLEATOR’
Inside the pillar-free coliseum. spectators will board the "bubbleator" and be transported to a space platform 90 feet above the
ground, giving an illusion of soaring through the universe.
As the spectators "return to earth," they will be given a sight
and sound preview of man’s environment in the 21st century.
The World of Commerce and Indifstry will include international
and domestic, foreign and U.S. government displays. Forty nations
will contribute exhibits.
Invitational exhibits in the commerce and industry section by
U.S. firms will show such displays as the cordless telephone, the
library of the future and will unveil predictions of tomorrow’s
products.
WORLD OF ART
The World of Art includes fine arts exhibit and the performing
arts.
The fine arts exhibit displays masterpieces of painting and sculpture loaned by leading American museums.
Also included are exhibits of painting and sculpture since 1950,
Pacific Northwest Indian art, and anthropological displays from
American, European and Russian museums,
The performing arts will be housed in an opera house seating
3100, an 800-seat playhouse, an arena accommodating 5000 and a
stadium seating 12,00.

THEATRICAL TROUPES
Visiting theatrical troupes include the Ukrainiari State Dance
company of Russia, the National Folk dancers of Rumania. Sweden’s
Royal Dramatic theater and the Bunraku puppets from Japan.
Other entertainment attractions will feature such personalities
as Van Cliburn, Ed Sullivan, Benny Goodman, Roy Rogers and Trigger,
Carl Sandburg and Count Basle.
Symphony orchestras, opera and ballet productions, choral
groups, circus troupes and drama presentations will also contribute
to the performing arts program valued at $15 million.
The final "world" is that of entertainment, designed mainly for
the care and amusement of children.
Other fair attractions include a Japanese village, built at a cost
of $3 million and featuring a temple, a Japanese garden, sumo wrestling and female pearl divers.
PLAZZA OF STATES
In the Piazza of States, each of the 50 states throughout the six
months of the fair, will be honored at a public ceremony in this
flag-trimmed square.
Boulevards of the World, will include shops. restaurants, bazaars
and native craft displays from five continents.
Along with the space needle, the most unusual feature of the
fair is the world’s first rapid monorail system that will whisk 10,000
passengers an hour from the heart of Seattle to the fair site in a
minute and a half.
The mile-a-minute streamlined trains, powered by electricity
are constructed of aluminum and will glide silently on rubber Urea
"Century 21" will run until October 21. Admission to the fairgrounds will be $2 for adults and Si for children under 12.
The single admission ticket will allow fair visitors to view all
the exhibits in the U.S. science pavilion, the Century 21 coliseum.
the Boulevards of the World, the exhibits by foreign and domestic
companies and the displays by foreign governments.

LA. Department Plans
Open House May 3-5
This year’s Industrial Arts de- trial arts proje,
will be dispertinent open house, May 3-5, will played before being shipped to Sacfeature special events and pro-lramento to go on display at the
grams designed to show the public state exposition. Preliminary judgthe department’s mission at San, Mg will be held while the articles
are on display here.
Jose State.
At the close of the open house
On May 3, a barbecue, sponsored
by Epsilon Pi Tau. the honorary on May 5, a meeting of the Santa
industrial arts fraternity, will offer Clara valley industrial arts assn,
steak dinner, tossed green salad, will convene at SJS to hear a digcoffee or punch for $1.50. A special cussion of "Team Teaching in Inchildren’s plate can be obtained dustrial Arts." This meeting will
for 50 cents. The barbecue pits in be attended by industrial arts edufront of the women’s gym will be cators thr..1whout the SnriTri Clara
the scene of the feed, which begins valley.
at 5 p.m., and is open to all.
On the same day, the Industrial
Arts building will be open to tours,
from 7 to 10 p.m. High school industrial arts students will be in
elated
vited to the department on May 4 JI
for a field day. The students will
San Jose State College will play
be encouraged to attend college
upon completion of their high host to the fourth annual Indusschool work through displays and trial Safety conference in the college cafeteria Wednesday. April I&
lectures,
Through the entire three-day The program will last the complete
celebration, student entries from day and interested students and
five counties. representing the very faculty should register between 8
finest in secondary school indus- and 9 am.
The conference, sponsored by the
Institute of Industrial Relations of
the SJS Business division and three
other state and county safety organizations, will feature several
Presented To 24
panel discussions, a luncheon
Tvrenty- tor c reden t ia -holding speaker and several swap shop sea.
Industrial Arts education majors sions in the afternoon.
will be presented monogrammed
The panel discussions will (saver
leather portfolios by Art Ferry, such topics as. "Safety Ideas, Prob.
west coast representative of Use lems. Projects and Peeves,"
"ForeA. Leitz company, May 4, at 10:30 man’s Role in Safety,"
and "Pera.m. in TI155, as part of the In- sonal Protective Equipment."
The luncheon speaker, not yet
dustrial Arts open house festiviannounced, will talk on "Psychoties,
logical Blocks to Safety." The swap
Winning leather folios will be shop talk
sessions will cover sight
Robert Briggs, Francis Buck. Paul preservation, industrial fire proDavis, Robert Hawkins. Richard tection and industrial hygiene.
The program will also have speKajihara, Dan Losee, Neil MacKenzie, Leroy Munoz, Jerry Plan- cial exhibits showing safety equipment and the Liberty Mutual Inchon, Armand Rice, Larry Watts suranee
survival ear.
and John Wines.
For further information regard Also receiving the Leitz gifts ing the conference, students may
contactsss
will he Robert Alvarez, Anthony B
PeteZidnak in the
departmentineDr.
Barton, Kenneth Beron, Robert
Gillum, Bertram Graff, Gary Holbrook, Arnold Nercier, William
Moritz, Terry Peterson, John
Smeltzer, George Wilson and Met,.
yin Tile
li
ILet’s run this up the
flagpole and PTPe if any.
one salutes It. That’s
II
another g r e a t ellehe
liIlowever, vsiore run- II
wing up Ernst vertical
I*trim tleaand that’s
IErnst helms saluting.
Don’t von re I tired. II
WEST (.’IILSTER.
(UPI,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Trost today IErnst. standing at attention all dais , You’ll II
offered for sale a brand new fallnever tie,’e of hia flea
out shelter,
run other II
The couple won the metal shel- 1111 ways, too.) But 2.30.
Il
ter in a local raffle after they had
spent nearly a year working eve- O
nings. weekends and vacations to
haiti at a concrete block underground shelter in their backyard.’
IN .AH JOSt

Safety Conference
Tomorrow

Portfolio Awards

Banquet, Speeches
Planned for Meet
Of Folklore Group
San Jose State will be host to
the two-day meeting of the California Folklore society Friday and
Saturday. The society’s 7 p.m. banquet Friday, at the Hotel De Anza,
will include an address "Fri.lay the
Thirteenth," by Wayland D. Hand,
University of California at Las Angeles.

Performers imam 43 countries will be presented, many in their
first appearances in the United States.

MAKING TRIAL RUN from site of Seattle World’s Fair to downtown area, Alweg Monorail attracts widespread affection by
transportation experts as possible answer to economical solution to problem of mass transit in major cities.

The opening session Friday, in
the College Theater, will include
the following addresses: "Some As.
peets of Early Morman Dress and
Manners," by Fairfax P. Walkup,
Pasadena Playhouse; "The Origins
of Hootenanny," by Peter Tamoney
of San Francisco; and "The Man
of Words Among the Urban Negloth
6i
Ilse
ro," by Roger Abrahams, Univerof Pershing Rifles will convene’ schisils vying for honors. Carlos
sity of Texas.
April 20-21 at the San Jose State Ogden, one of California’s nine
Also included will he "Formulas campus, with the S.IS PR unit as Congresr-irmal Medal of Honor
winners will address the assembled
arid Inprwation III ’Sick’ Humor," host.
According to Gabriel Vega, ca- cadets in the grand ballroom of
by Daniel J. Crowley, University
diet commanding officer of the the DeAnza hotel on Saturday.
of California at Davis.
LIR PR unit, four other schools;
Ogden now holds the post of
The concluding session, begin- Texas Western College, Arizona manager of the membership restate
university. Santa Clara uni- latisns department of the San
ning at 9 a.m. Saturday In the Colversity anti l’nt versity of San Jose C.iamber of Commerce. He
lege Theater, will be devoted to
Francisco will attend, with Texas:will speak on defense of youth
approaches to teaching undergrad- sending :CO
land the need to give them more
delegates.
uate course In folklore.
Drill competition will highlight l reeognition in our cOMSRUIllty.

Pershing Rifles Regiment
Convenes at SJS April 20-21

DEFECTIVE-3

hipmimusrs.

II

For Sale, Cheap
Fallout Shelter

i
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II
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WHERE THE MONEY

!ncreased Activities

(.--)rs

Funds Reach
All-Time High

Cause Budget Climb
’11se annual Asstxiated Student Body budget breaks down Into
approxirruitely 38 areas. Following is an itemized list of the
tees and projects to which funds are allocated and the amount given:
$6,000.00
Alumni association
387.50
Art department
5,982.49
ASB awards board
75.00
ASB election board
2,455.00
ASB Executive council 20.00
ASH judiciary
1,010.00
ASH legislature .
150.00
ASH student activities hoard
Associated Women Students 1,885.00
Athletic special events
1,865.00
200.00
Class of 1965
College lecture, 1962-63
6,175.00
College president
.400.00
College Union
10,500.00
Community service 75.00
Co-rec
2,097.00
Cultural affairs
12,393.00
Freshman camp.
453.88
Homecoming committee
1,085.56
-600.00
Insurance fund
Intercollegiate pistol team 350.00
2,332.00
Intercollegiate rifle team
Intramural sports
3,650.00
Men s Athletic department _
64,121.54
3,647.00
NIUN
Mrc department
8,185.00
Cff ice expenses
22,560.00
425.00
Orientation
150.00
Placement office
350.00
Public relations
Radio-televison
705.00
FM radio station
1,960.00
Rally committee
2,160.00
Recognition committee
1,224.00
The Reed
535.00
Reserve for refund
1,500.00
Social affairs
5,030.00
Sparta camp
1,235.00
Spartan Daily
28,076.19
Spartan from the Start
3,400.00
WRA
2,860.00
Women’s extramural sports
1,374.92

Math Department
Presents Lecture

Something

Different!

The SJS Math department will
sponsor a lecture on "Observations
’on Scientific Computing" today at
4 p.m. in S142.

Try Our

FISH.wtch
File+ of Fish
Delicious Sauce
Lettuce & Burger Bun

Dr. Ward Sangren of Computer
Applications, inc., in San Diego
will be presented as a participant
in the department’s lecture series.
Before giving the lecture, Dr.
Sangren will meet informally with
the faculty at 12:30 p.m. in CH353
to discuss the significance of computer science with respect to college curricula.

Only

39‘
Cooked to Order

HOLIDAY
Fast Serv Foods
’across from new library)
4th and San Fernando

San Jose State’s \ -.s.iated Student Body budget climbed ,
all-time high of 8235.935.97 for the 1961-62 school ’,ear, riecord,
to Rod Diridon, ASB treasurer.
A rapidly expanding over-all program and "the higher toit
living- left only B32.324.92 of the $268,360.89 in total funds for
196t.
62. The general report follows:
Total Income
i

GET A NEW PERSPECTIVE

STUDENT DISCOUNT

DUNLOP
TIRES

9 35.733,00
232,527.89

Total

9268.260.89

’ Budget appropriations to date:
Regular appropriations
Additional appropriations
Budgets for 1962-63 from 1961-62 funds
Loans
Miscellaneous
Total
Reserve (April 12, 1962)

9196.520.23
16,66644
18.675.00
3.600.00
47t30
235.935.97
.932.324,92

This increase in over-all funds is attriboted to the increase
in
enrollment. A large part of the reserve may be channeled into the
College. Union fund for the construction of a new union building, at,
cording to Diridon.
An area receiving ASH money for the first tittle is the flea RI
station. KSJS. The station will begin broadcasting with a budget if
$1960. The Alumni association also received ASH funds 86000. to
pull itself out of the red and set up the organization as self-supporting,
Another new area. Athletic Special Events Coordinating board,
received $1865 for a pep band and special !Within- activities at
sports events.
Activities receiving sizeable increases are women.% extramural&
rally committee. Music elepartment, social affairs, Spartatiainp.Sparta
Daily and intramurals.
Consuming a considerable portion of the funds this year is the
Men’s Phyleical Education department with a budget of $64,121.51
This is an increase of approximately $6000.
The overall program for the student body has not only been in.
creased in size hut in scope, according to Diridon.
Although there has been an increase in expenditure this veal.,
numerical data will show that there has been a dra4ie inereur in
the scope, he added.
The ASH budget for 1962-63 will come berme Student God
ley, Blatchlord and Ins two roomduring May and an era of expansion will lie
at that
mates, Brady and Gary Glenn, also
he stated.
law students, formulated plans for
Accion, Spanish for action.
Brady and Glenn are the two directors in America for the group.

Accion in Second Year,
Seeks New Members
Accion, a private peace corps of
young Californians, is firmly established in Venezuela and begins
its second year of operation by
seeking new volunteers.
Two former Spartans, Rod Pulley
and Mrs. Eric Isacson are now
working with Venezuelans in this
self-help program.
Pulley is assistant director of all
projects outside of Caracas. Mrs.
Isacson and her husband are located in Macuto organizing adult
classes and building a school.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Presently the program needs ten
The lecturer is presently asso- volunteers to leave in June for a
ciate editor of the journal of the 15 month tour in Venezuela. The
society for industrial and applied ten leaving in June must speak
mathematics and is author of the Spanish, but for future volunteers
book entitled "Digital Computers it will not be necessary, Jerry
and Nuclear Reactor Calculations." iBrady, one of the program’s two
directors in America, said in a recent interview.
Accion applicants are screened
"With seatbelts, your chances of avoid.
through interviews, recemmendaing serious injury are considerably better. I have seatbelts and use them!"Dr. William I Dusel, Vice -President, &IS.

Carried over from 1960-61
Income from 1961-62

tions and their application forms.
Those selected will spend two
weeks of orientation on a college
campus, and fly to Caracus for
two months of orientation.
The orientation program will
stress language and problems of
the people of that area, according
to Brady.
SO CALIFORNIANS
Thirty Californians are now
working in depressed sections of
Caracas and Maracaibo and in six
rural villages.
Accion is the brain child of Joseph Blatchford, former captain of ;
the UCLA tennis team and law I
school graduate, who conceived the
idea while on a good will tour in
Latin America in 1959.
Returning to law school at the
University of California at Berke-

AVERAGE AGE 25
Average age of the volunteers is
25. Those in Venezuela now range
in age from 19 to 31 and include
nine women and four married couples.
Married couples are especially
urged to apply, according to Brady
But women will not be included
in the ten leaving in June. "However they will be included in tilt,
group departing in the fall," he
said.
Applications may be obtained by
writing Accion, P.O. Box 903, Berkeley 1.

ON

DAYSTROM/HEATH
COMPONENTS AN D

STEREO HI-F! KITS
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
CY 8-1212

1425 W. SAN CARLOS

(where you’ll find the,
nicest ways to get away!)

Prof Establishes
Fibonacci Center
The Fibonacci Bililirigraphical
center, a project which may be of
interest to mathematicians all over
the world, was established at San
Jose State in March under the
leadership of Verner E. Hoggatt,
associate professor of mathematics.
Prof. Hoggatt, a long-time Fibonacci enthusiast, received the
suggestion to set up such a center
from a professor in Australia.
Fibonacci is a special study of
the succession of certain numbers
and their occurrance in different
situations.
Articles on Fibonacci numbers
have appeared recently in many
journals in the United States and
abroad.
The functions of the center will
be to establish a file on activity
concerning Fibonacci and to serve
as a source of reference.
Working on the project are I. D.
Ruggles and D. E. Thom, assistant
professors of math; C. D. Olds,
professor of, math; and Charles
King, instructor in math.

REDUCED PRICES

FUN AND
SUN DAYS
AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER’S

You won’t find a vacationbrighteningvariety like this any.
where else. And now that spring
has sprung, the buys are just as
tempting as the weather. Your
choice of 11 new-size Chevy II
models. Fourteen spacious,
spirited Jet-smooth Chevrolets.
And a’ nifty, nimble crew of
rear-engine Corvairs. Three
complete lines of cars-and we
mean complete -to cover just
about any kind of going you
could have in mind. And all
under one roof, too! You just
won’t find better pickings in size,
sizzle and savings anywhere
under the sun. And you couldn’t
pick a better time than nowd uri ng your Chevrolet dealer’s Fun
Ill I 1.,11 I
and Sun Day&

NEW DEL AIR 4 -DOOR STATION WAGON
Jet-smoothie that rides just right, loaded or
with 97.5-cu. -ft. cargo case anti Full Coil suspeaslon.

CORVAIR MONZA 4-DOOR SEDAN
From snappy interiors to uure-footed scat, this ode
gel the gift of making sport of most any 17(45.

V SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNING
V PRECISION BRAKE ADJUSTING
V QUALITY RECAPPING
SUNRISE TOUR TO HAWAII -July 13
9 day tour. 1272 Personally conducted
by Jules of ALLADIN TRAVEI
also
tow Airline Faros to Hawaii and the
East -without a tour
Make reservation now!

ALLADIN TRAVEL
173 So FIRST

CT 20307

NEW CHEVY II NOVA STATION WAGON
Here’s a wagon that sells at a compact
price, yet totes in a big way with a longer
Lad floor than any corn pact -over 9 ft..
with second sad and tailgate down.

See the new Chevrolet, Chevy II and Corgir COM? Chardet ckaler’s One-Stos Shairftig

’
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35.733.00
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1%.520.23
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Resources, Technology Advance Role
By BOB PAC’S. I
if:ditor’s Note: ’rlii Is the second in iiterns’
uttli the %leas at m(’mber% of the sils
departnieut oil the role of isb-ntle awl
1,-,tneelielo in modern Me.)
Where is science taking us? In how many numis it changing and influencing our daily
eons says
Dr. Rocci Pisano, associate professor of biology,
commented in yesterdays article on the use of
gia water for practical purposes.
He 3iso mentioned the sea as a new source of
such as plankton, a tiny organism that floats
at surface levels.
Among the important advances being made in
so-chemistry, said Dr. Pisano, are those in plant
gimeries which have resulted in better food crops,
ash in quality and quantity.
Dr. Pisano agreed with others who saw a greater
awareness today among the general public of
ienre. 1)r. Pisano believes this is due mainly to
media of mass communication.
As proof of this, he said that it has been necessary in recent years to revise and advance the
work in many of his courses, because incoming
students were so much better informed.
For Dr. Pisano, science means a better underoanding of ourselves and our environment.
PRODUC’TS CALLED EVIL
Many products of science that have been labeled
a ’evils." from the bow and arrow to today’s
complexities, Dr. Pisano maintained, have been the
difference between death and survival and progress.
In its simplest terms, science means a greater
opportunity for people to enjoy life. This was the
position ol Dr. Artiold Applegarth, professor of
stologY.
Today’s scientific advances, said Dr. Applegarth,
ny show the need for more and more education
10 intelligently understand the scientific environment of today’s world.
RESOURCES STRAINED
While there is more knowledge of science today
some people are "still asleep," Dr. Applegarth delared, Society just makes adjustments. There is
still a clear lack of understanding.

ilure this tear,
"tie increase hi

We are advancing scientifically vertically, Dr
Applegarth maintained, anti consequently have put
much strain on our natural resources.
Echoing the wools of Di. Dullott, Dr. Applegartb
also saw the need for greater cooperation in the
use of natural resources as industrialization spreads
from country to country.
For Dr. Robert Arne’, associate professor of
geology, the greatest scientific advance has been
in computing devices that have made problem solving more rapid.
Calculations that might have taken months or
weeks to complete can now Iv done in a matter
of hours or days, Dr. Arnal said.

TI-1
IrI

ters
ply

MEANING UNKNOWN
Our basic question still remains: what is the
meaning of science in modern life?

CHEMICAL ADVANCES
Drawing other examples from chemistry Dr.
Naylor mentioned chemical ability to produce better fertilizers that result in better crops, the many
chemical cantributions to medicine, and the role
chemistry is playing in the exploration of :mace
through fuels, and materials that can withstand
space travel.
Three results for the individual Dr. Naylor
described were more leisure time because of less
labor hours, new "marvels," from jets to television

Dr. Carl Duncan, chairman, natural sciences
department, summarized this and many of the
views expressed by members in the life and physical
sciences.
.
"Science, and what it means, depends on the
person and his own alertness of what’s going on
about him," Dr. Duncan said.
Nothing else is influencing modern life more

than science and technology fred it
ets ..hare ot problem,

"NAT A WAY
TO GO"
"Women find me irresistible in my Tapers.
Don’t get me wrong
like it. But how much
can one man take.
Please wear your
A-1 Tapers as much
as possible and 1et
me get some rest."

Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity Sponsors’
Twist Competition, Dance April 27
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Africa Class
To Deflate

cONVENIEN( I.. %ti 10MATION
To most people Dr. Duncan went on lechisitews
’The Peoples and Cultures of
simply Means newel’ gadgets that make life min, Africa." a new anthropology course
convenient. The layman uses these gadgets and being offered in September, will atyet understands little of the scientific principles
tempt to straighten out student
that made them possible.
misconceptions about Africa acTo the working man, Dr. Duncan said, tech- cording to the instructor, Donald
nology essentially means automation, and the social Bender, assistant professor of scs
structure must adjust to it. There is no escaping it. eiology.
According to Dr. Duncan the general public
-People still have a Tarzeur rn
still needs more education to understand science’s Lion of Africa," he said. Professor
full impact and importance.
, Bender explained that the only
Continuing, Dr. Duncan said that modern science : jungle area in Africa is along the
has put more power into human hands than ewer Guinea resist The rest of the area
before. The public shares full responsibility on bow ,is grass land and forest.
it is used.
A western misconception is that
Commenting on those who maintain that science i all Africans are a very homogeneis causing more harm than good, Dr. Duncan de- ous group and that they have not
clared there is currently a tendency among people ’ changed for many years, said the
to project all of today’s ills on science, a handy 1961 graduate ,it Northwestern
scapegoat.
university.
Americans stereotype the African
STRESSES ALLIANCE
as the race of Negroes corning over
Summing up, Dr. Duncan stressed that the. on
the first slave boats. This idea
humanities--art, music and philosophy - -and science
is untrue,, according to the prolesmust join forces.
He declared that often people in the humanities stir.
Professor Bender said the slaves
are hostile to science because it shakes or makes
doubtful many of their own beliefs and attitudes., came from the we" ettaSt of the
continent and are only a small
-Philosophers should be as well informed in
representation of the racial and
science as they expect scientists to be in philosesbody types of Africa. He cited the
phy." Dr. Duncan finished.
pygmys , Hottentots and the bush
This interrelationship of the "scientist’. and
men as examples of Africans other
the "philosopher" is perhaps what English social
thinker Bertrand Russell meant when he said:
I than the first slaves’
African tribes take advantage
-With every increase of knowledge anti skill.!
wisdom becomes more necessary, for every such of western misconceptions according to professor Bender. The only
increase augments our capacity for realizing lair ,
authentic native woodcarving is
purposes, and therefore augments our capacity for
done an Africa’s west coast, but
evil, if our purposes are unwise.
natives of Kenya.
"The world needs wisdom as it has never n led the \A’akumba.
gut.
it before: and if kneiwledge continues to increase. have feund that tourists are
so they manufacture "authenthe world will need wisdom in the future even
tic African wood carvings" by mamore than it does now."
chine.

A Mist contest anal (lance scull alUt oitie INrcist iiii,11111 1,11.11 Third
be sponsored on April 27 in thei place sinners will receive
Women’s gym by Delta Sigma ,
matching set or berrnuilas and
By 13011 PACINI
sulistances A and 13 ;met is labeled Phi fraternity.
Eliminations for the contest will I shirt or 1)10119e
What happens to the pint of ’ type 0.
An entry fee of $1.50 a couple
blood a person may contribute in; Mr. Lepori explained that blood be held during the-week preceding
will be charged for all entrants.
donations will be considered April 27. The 10 best couples will
a blood drive?
1Regular’ admission to the dance
Many students will donate their "fresh" for a 21 -day period, and 1 be judged on Friday night in the and contest will be 50 cents
Prizes will be awarded to
,
gym.
whole
blood
duras
may
be
used
here,
blood in the April 26 drive
the hest SJS twisters as selected [ person. Tickets and information
but how many of them are aware ing that time.
; are available at the Delta SI.’
by the judges.
three-week
period,
a
After
this
of what happens to their donaFirst place winners will each holl,P 124 S Ilth st CS’ 7-99s1
called!
yellowish
liquid
clear,
tion?
receive a 211ainch trophy and .
Mrs. Maxinie Smiley of the Red plasma is extracted from the
savings bond. Second pia, $25
deblood
and
is
used
to
process
Cross blood center at 440 N.
winners will be awarded mate-h.:.
First st., invited this reporter to rivatives that also have great
bermuda and shirt or blouse sets ’
inspect the center’s facilities and value, Mr. Lepori stated.
One of these derivatives is
learn what happens to blood confibrenogin, used in some persons,
1 Hind ions.
While there is greater under- skim hose a particular substance
standing among the public of what in their blood that will not co-I
donating blood is like, Mrs. Smiley ag-ulate.
This is not to be confused with.
said, there are still a lot of mishemophylia, Mr. Lepori said.
conceptions.
’By PRODUCTS’
DONATING HEALTIIFI’l.
She said that donating blood! Another "by product" is plasactually has healthful benefits if minogin, still in the experimental;
the donor is in normal physical 1 stage, explained Mr. Lepori.
This substance is the opposite of ’
condition,
Frank Lepori, chief technologist fibrinogin, and is used in coronary
at the blood center, explained! and cerebral hemorrhaging cases
what happens to blood donations; to prevent clotting, Mr. Lepori
explained.
In the lab.
The technologist also said that
First, the blood group or type
must be determined, Mr. Lepoli a serology test is conducted on all
said. He explained there are two blood donations to determine
main substances in blood A and B. whether syphilitic infection is
present.
A OR K ’
Plasma may still be used from
Blood, then, may be either A or
B, a combination of the two, or a blood donation that is infected.
totally lacking in either substance. said Mr. Lepori.
BLOOD ORME
Two samples of a blood donaThe April 26 blood drive here
tion are mixed with either substance labltsi "anti A," or "anti will be sponsored jointly by the
ASB Community Services comB."
If the "anti A" mixture clumps mittee, and the Air Force ROTC.
Mrs. Smiley said that the minthe blood is type A. If a clumping
is 110
occurs in the "anti B" mixture, intern weight for do
must be at least
o
pound s. Downs
the sample is type B.
If both samples harden, the 18 years old. Donors under 21
blood is type AB, and if neither must, have a release slip signed
hardens, the blood is free of both by their parents.
?

CES

PHYSICS FRIGHTENING
One thing physics has done, Dr. Posey declared,
is made us -all scared stiff!"
lie said, too, that transportation and communication are such today, that isolation is impossible.
In scientific research and study, Dr. Posey said,
one of the most important assets is the belief among
those concerned that a particular project or advance is attainable.
-Believing it can be dune is no imporiantjust
as it was in the first four-minute mile," the physics
professor said.
Scientific advances are occurring rapidly. Hardly
a day passes that doesn’t witness some new discovery . . . A new satellite is orbited, a new drug
is found, a new piece in the jig-saw puzzle, called
the history of man Ls fitted in place.
The casual observer shrugs his shoulelers,
shakes his head and murmurs, -What won’t they
think of next?"
The question really should be what they wIN
think of next?
No one knows for certain what new scientific
advances are corning, nor can one predict what
their ultimate significance will be.

MOON SHOT DEVICE
A device of a different kind was also mentioned
by Dr. Arnal, who told of a machine in the planning
stages that will eventually be rocketed to the moon.
There it will "chew up" samples of the lunar crust
and transmit the data on its structure and content
back to the earth.
Such a machine, Dr. Arnal said, is currently
being worked on at the Jet Propulsion laboratories
at Pasadena by Dr. Alden Loomis. a former SJS
geology professor.
Modern technological changes have resulted in
new leisure time, said Dr. Aerial. This gives its, he
added, more time to study and learn about the
philosophies of others. Hopefully, he said, it may
lead to a better understanding of others.
The scientific advances that impress tia
said Dr. Benjamin Naylor, professor of chemistry.
are those which are obvious to the eye. He listed
textiles as an example.

Blood DonatedThen
Where Does It G O.

itudenl Conn,1
rif al lii

and an important medical a pect that al-A, has
soeMlogical implications. no hair,’ life span
An unusual stand Was laSell by 1/r. Iseree,.
Posey, porifessor of physics I/r Posey said that
skience is essentially a specific method of gaillitn:
knowledge and solving problems.
In that sense, maintained Dr. Posey. it has had
little influence.
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Lucky 7
Student Discount

3c

per gal.

with Student Body Card!
BUY NOW AND SAVE AT YOUR

LUCKY 7 SERVICE STATION
San Jose
1170 North 4th Street
Where quality and service mean economy
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Sacred Records
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‘Tareyton’s Dual Filter in duas pantos divisa esti’
says Virgilius ( Vinegar
Cassius, noble Praetorian
guardsman, as he prepares for another glorious parade.
"Don’t run around in Circus looking for a good smoke," says
Vinegar Virgil. "Tareyton’s one filter cigarette that really
delivers de gustibus. Be one of the cohorts and carpe diem
with Tareyton."

+

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER

PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

DUAL FILTER
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